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James Shatpe, general editor, English Witchcraft, 1560—
1736. 6 vols. London: Pickering and Chatto, 2003. Pp.
2896. £495.00. $840.00.
Reviewed by David Hawkes, Lehigh University
" or almost three hundred years. Western opinion on the
subject of witchcraft has been sharply divided between the
—
unlettered masses and the educated elite. By the mideighteenth century, intellectual opinion had arrived at the consensus that
witches simply did not exist, although belief in, and even accusations of
witchcraft remained widespread among the lower orders. Today, the
situation is reversed. Popular culture and common-sense consciousness
often dismiss magical practices and beliefs as risible, while intellectuals
working in sociology, anthropology, cultural studies, politics, and history
are now disposed to treat magic with respect, and to acknowledge its
influence in the practical affairs of the world. The last ten or fifteen years
have witnessed a veritable explosion in scholarly treatments of witchcraft.
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and these compendious volumes are intended to meet the demand
occasioned ty this interest.
The newfound respectability of witchcraft studies is partly due to the
dramatic resurgence of magic in modern society, especially in the
postcolonial world, where witchcraft is now recognized as a serious social
threat. The brutal reigns of such magical practitioners as Idi Amin and
Papa Doc Duvalier proved that witchcraft was no laughing mattei; and
many postcolonial nations have re-criminalized black magic The recent
panic in London, when hundreds of children of African descent were
discovered to be missing, allegedly because they were being exploited in
witchcraft rituals, has gone some way towards bringing the problem to
Western public attention. At the same time, both "white" and "black"
witches—Wiccans and Satanists—^have emerged as small but recognized,
quasi-legitimate religious groups within Western societies.
Few learned people, today, would follow the intellectuals of the
Enlightenment in denying the existence of witches. Perhaps, then, the
question at issue is whether their magical practices have any efficacy? But
even here, skeptics and believers coid agree that ritual magic has a real
effect on the minds of the practitioners, and can influence, or enable, them
to do things that they would not otherwise have done. In this sense at
least, witchcraft clearly "works." The real difference between those who
"believe in" witchcraft and those who do not is ever what makes it work.
That is a very old debate. It runs throughout these six volumes,
which present facsimile reproductions of theoretical treatises and accounts
of witch trials over the 150-year period when concern about English
witchcraft was at its height. Generally speaking, those who advocated
prosecuting witches claimed that the source of magical power is Satan and
that a formal pact with the devil is a necessary condition of witchcraft. The
actual use to which the witches' powers were put vn.% irrelevant. Accord
ing to William Perkins, witches include those "that by consent with the
deuill, doth use his helpe, for the doing of good onely." These 'Svhite"
witches are to be distinguished from the "black" witches who do harm but,
in what may seem a siirprisingverdict, Perkins concludes that "of the two,
the more horrible & detestable Monster is the gpod Witch" (1.290).
All magic, according to Perkins, involves a pact with Satan, if only an
"implicit" one. The "implicit" pact did not require the swearing of a vow
or a signature in blood. Rather; like Hobbes's "social contract," it could
be discerned when the witch acted in a manner consistent with having
signed such an agreement. The witches themselves were often unaware
that any such contract had been effected, and the trials aim at convincing.
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as well as convicting, the accused that their activities had been inspired by
Satan. Perkins and his fellow campaigners against witchcraft were of the
opinion that any attempt to use ritual magic to achieve objective effects
ipso facto constituted an agreement with the devil.
Those who wished the witches to remain unmolested denied this,
claiming that the witch's power springs only from her imagination. As the
proponents of witch trials regularly pointed out, this position came close
to asserting that the devil himself is a purely subjective phenomenon.
Those who held it incurred frequent accusations of atheistic materialism,
termed Saduccism in the vernacular of the day. Although they naturally
denied the charge. Restoration skeptics do show the influence of Hobbe^
frequently asserting, as the subtitle of one tract from 1712 declares, that
"Witchcraft is Priest craft" (5.139), and attributing belief in witches to the
clergy's self-interest in propagating belief in a spiritual realm. An arch,
proto-Gibbonian tone creeps into such tracts as A Full Confutation of
Witchcraft (1712): "Being ask'd in what maner she contracted with the
Devil, she said, an Old Man spit upon her A notable Method of
Bargaining, and a pretty Invitation into his Service, and the newest way of
Signing and Sealing between Parties that one shall hear of (5.167).
The editorial tone of these volumes is generally skeptical, or even
hostile, to the campaign against witches. The general editor,James Shaipe,
suggests in his introduction that witch-hunting is connected to religious
extremism. He finds, for example, that the temporary lull in the produc
tion of witch literature in the 1630s "must be connected to the shift
towards Arminianism at the top of the Church of England" (l.xi), and he
identifies the return ofwitch-huntingand the rejuvenation of interestin the
demonic in the 1640s as "unexpected by-products of the Civil Wars"
(l.xi^. In the introduction to Volume Three, Malcolm Gaskill links the
anti-witch campaign led by Matthew Hopkins to a reaction against
Arminianism's re-introduction of images and to the expulsion of puritan
clergy. Gaskill goes so far as to allude to Daniel Goldhagen's work on the
Naai holocaust, claiming that "the ordinary people of East Anglia were
Hopkins's willing executioners" (3.xx). But Hopkins was no Hider, and
given the undeniable fact that the anti-witch movement enjoyed wide
spread popular and academic support during this period, we might have
hoped for a more balanced editorial line
In the introduction to Volume Four, Peter Elmer says that "[o]ne of
the most enduring 'myths' in both general and specialist histories of this
period.. .is that which has attempted to tie the fate of witchcraft, and its
ultimate demise, to the 'rise of modem science'" (4.xvii). In Volume Five,
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however, Elmer seems to accept this "myth" himself noting that by the
late seventeenth century, "Science and medidne stood on the threshold of
great achievements.. .Under such circumstances it was surely only a matter
of time before beliefin witchcraft was consigned to the dustbin of history"
(5.xv). Sharpe agrees, commentingin the introduction to Volume Six that
the Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment combined "to completely
marginalise witchcraft as a topic of serious intellectual interest" (6.vii). But
the material collected here shows that this division was not clearly visible
to contemporaries. Richard Boulton, writing the last serious defense of
"the reality of magic" (6.295) in 1722, makes his case on recognizably
scientific grounds; he wrote elsewhere with interest and approbation of
Robert Boyle, and he dtes "the great Mr Locke" to prove the existence
of the soul (6.481). Others did perceive a contradiction between sdence
and mag^c, however, and in 1718 Francis Hutchinsoncomments, regarding
the Royal Sodety, that "Since that hath been founded, not only our
Witchcrafts have been banish'd, but all Arts and Sdences have been greatly
improved" (6.154).
The emphases of these texts, taken together, confound many modem
assumptions about the witch-hunts. There is little evidence here that
gender was a significant factoj; and twentieth-century historians' fixation
on this issue begins to look deddedly anachronistic The material in these
volumes concentrates, to a much greater extent than is reflected in modem
scholarship, on the nature and functions of the witch's familiars, or
"imps." These take the forms of monstrous, hybrid, though small,
creatures, and are given colorful names which recur firom one case to
another These include Vinegar Tom, Ayleward, Sydrake, Pyman,
Pyewackett, Pecke in the Crowne, and Griezzell Greedigutt. Matthew
Hopkins commented that "no mortall could invent" (6.322) such
appellations, but his certainty seems self-serving, and the imps are not
always so inventive. One witch's imps took the form of mice and firogs:
"[t]he names of the two like Mouses areJack, and Prickeare, and the name
of the third like a Frog, is Frog" (3.44). The prevalence of familiars seems
to be a typically English phenomenon, as Frands Hutchinson observed in
1718: "I meet with little mention of Imps in any Country but ours" (6.77).
These works were written for instmction rather than entertainment,
but they are not devoid of dramatic flourishea Hopkins gives us an
eloquently seductive Satan addressing his followers as "my delicate
firebrand-darlings" (3.318), while a short tract from 1643 tells of the
encounter of a detachment of parliamentary soldiers with a witch who
amazed them with her skill at what can only be called surfing—the author
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describes her "standing on a small planck-board and sayling on it over the
river Newbury" (3.403). Sir Thomas Browne makes several cameo
appearances at trials, testifying for the prosecution, and giving his opinion
that "the Devil acted upon Human Bodies by natural Means" (5.231). In
a suggestive instance of the perceived overlap between witdicraft and
science, we hear of a man in Normandy accused of being a witch due to his
ability to predict the weather using a barometer (5.171—72). It is also
interesting to read that "in Germany, People have a fine time of it: A bare
report that the Person is a Sorcerei; or a ""JC^tch, is enough" (5.170), and to
learn that Jane Wenham, the last person to be tried for witchcraft in
England, claimed that "she was prosecuted...only because she went to the
Dissenting meetings" (5.222).
The fact that most of the texts reproduced here are also available on
Early English Books Online (Chadwyck-Healey) should not prevent
research libr aries from pure basing these v olumes. The collection is
carefully chosen for thematic coherence, in order to trace the development
of particular ideas through the history of the anti-witch campaign. It is not
without its faults; the end-note numbers are not given in the texts, and a
few of them, notably "The Tryal of Richard Hathaway" (1702), are printed
in type too small to read with the naked eye. But these minor quibbles do
not detract from this series's overall utility, and it will provide a rich mine
of material for students of this fascinating and vital topic for decades to
come.

*

Steven N. Zwicker, The Cambridge Companion toJohn
Dryden. Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 2004.
Pp. xiv + 300. $65.00 (hardback). $23.00 (paperback).
Reviewed by Anna Battigelli, SUNY, Plattsburgh
John Dryden's political, literary, philosophical, or religious concerns,
however boldly proclaimed, tell us litde about the man. Always at his best
under the pressure of controversy, Dryden resisted simple polemical
identities. His chief characteristic might be described as intellectual
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resdessness (rather than skepticism), fueled by a relendessly ironic
sensibility. When critics search for a summary phrase with which to label
the Protean Dryden, they inevitably hit upon his penchant for change.
This changeable nature is often charted diachronically: the young
Cromwellian became the chief Stuart mythmaker, the Puritan boy turned
Anglican only to convert into the later Catholic apologist; the optimistic
court panegyrist metamorphosed into a cynical spokesman for the
opposition. Yet when individual works are examined synchronically, they
reveal an authorial indeterminacy that suggests that whoever he was,
Dryden was never simply a this or a that Samuel Johnson's defense of
Dryden's quick transfer of allegiance from Cromwell to Charles II—"if he
changed, he changed with the nation"—tells only part of the story. At a
cultural moment defined by change, Dryden embraced the opportunity
placed before him to deploy his ironic sensibility and to probe the problem
of perspective. His most famous Tory satire, Absalom and Achitophel, both
defends and criticizes Charles II. He was James IPs most consistent
defender—and a steady critic He was an ancient and a modem; an abject
flatterer and a hostile satirist After the revolution, these binaries become
still more complex, with Dryden making a public display of his opposition
to William III, all the while working to unify a divided body politic, at least
within the ratified republic of letters. Such binaries reflect not Dryden's
changeability but his insistence on letting poetry do what it does best: revel
in ambiguity as it supplies multiple and even conflicting meanings. His
poetry reflects the conflicting ideas circulating within the public sphere
without needing to resolve them. The drive toward resolution is not, after
all, a strong current within Restoration poetry or drama. In his twin roles
as Poet Laureate and Historiographer Royal, Dryden understood both the
importance of recording history and poetry's power at capturing the
conflicting points of view that make up that history.
One advantage of editing a collection of essays, as opposed to writing
a monograph on Dryden, is the opportunity to give voice to different
sensibilities as they interpret an author's work. In his introduction to The
Cambridge Companion to John Dryden, Steven Zwicker pr udendy avoids
totalizing summaries of Dryden's life and work and offers the volume's
essays as aids to "cultivate an openness to all the ways in which literature
functioned" in Dryden's era (13). He warns that Dryden's work usually
'Swas written on the run," a fact easily lost now that we typically read his
work in heavily annotated "monumentalizing editions" like the twentyvolume California WorksofJohn Dtyden (3,4). The "contingent, combative,
and improvisatory atmosphere"in which Dryden lived and wrote is thus
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usefully resutrected, he tells us, in the essays collected here (4). So usefully,
in fact, that the resdess and daring poet who emerges belies Zwicker's
claim that Dryden "must have tired of defensive strategies," finding his
loss of public office after the Revolution something of a "relief (11). One
might respond that Dryden's defensive strategies were never more hotly
engaged than after the Revolution. His bitter disappointmentwith his era,
his sharp satiric sting, his unyielding opposition to William's government,
his steady defense of an unpopular minority population of English
Catholics, his anxiety regarding a divided body politic—each of these
characteristics of his late work makes clear that relief was no part of
Dryden's experience during the last decade of his life
The volume is divided into three parts. The first section, titled
'Tleasures of the Imagination," presents six essays exploring formal
aspects of Dryden's work. In "Dryden and the Theatrical Imagination,"
Stuart Sherman looks at seven plays to explore Dryden's plenitude; com
pression, doubling, and change—thesedevices allowed Dryden to"ratchet
up to their highest imaginable pitch the moments of choice and change"
(17). By doublingShakespeare's characters in his adaptation o£TheTempest,
by mirroring heroic and comic plots in plays like Marriage a-la-Mode, and by
packing the stage with both characters and action in the two-part Conquest
of Granada, Dryden dramatized choice in a world crammed with opposing
possibilities Caught between two ages, "the only principle to which he
remained comparatively steadfast was the importance of alteration itself
(34). One might add that these devices foreground the instability of
identity on which choice is contingent.
Ronald Paulson's "Dryden and the Energies of Satire" traces
Dryden's satiric drive beyond the three great satires, finding it active, not
surprisingly, in his early panegyrics, in his religious poetry, and throughout
his career. Epigrammatic richness characterizes Paulson's essay: "the
nucleus of Dryden's satire is epic simile" (41) or "if Virgil used the past to
glorify the present...Christian typology offered the present...as a
corrective of the past" (43) or "the elegy expresses Dryden's characteristic,
and satiric, stance" (55). Paulson dtes Dryden as calling "for an ideal of
civility and politeness commensurate with the dignity he attributed to a
royal poet," but this overlooks Dryden's lifelong habit of lacing praise with
insult (39). An unfortunate typographical error on page 45 suggests that
Dryden became Poet Laureate in 1688 rather than 1668. Laura Brown's
"Dryden and the Imperial Imagination" opens with the questionable claim
that "the political and economic processes" that generated English
imperialism "might seem distant from the literary culture of Dryden's age"
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(59). Dryden's imperialist gestures include both praise of empire and "a
paradigm forits critique" (74). T\xas, AnnusMirabilu^te.str\ts "one of [the]
earliest expressions"of "ambivalence about British imperial destiny" (69).
Similarly, Dryden's heroic plays "figure empire not as a secure and peaceful
future but as a...stage in a self-limiting process that leads to inevitable
loss" (73).
A highpointin this section is Paul Davis's "Dryden and the Invention
of Augustan Culture," which usefully examines Dryden's self-conscious
efforts at establishing an "Augustan" literary culture. Dryden's Augustanism provides a "framework for understanding" his "mentality and career"
and according to Davis, it is dark and subversive—as, one might add, was
Virgil's (75). Dryden's Virgilian echoes shake up hollow definitions of his
Augustan mode as -vAiaxia. Annus Mirabilis, the English attack the Dutch
"And seeming to be stronger makes them so" (78). Dryden's gloss cites
Virgil's description of the boat-race in BookV of XheAeneid, suggesting the
"disparity between such artificial joustings and the real battles which await
Aeneas" and, by extension, the English in their war against the Dutch (78).
The power of this Augustan vision to capture the precariousness and
complexity of late seventeenth-century London can be seen in Dryden's
translation of Virgil's Asneid, in which Dryden emphasizes the chaos
governing the physical world of the poem and its mirror image in the anger
and madness of the emotional world; physical and emotional chaos threat
en both Aeneas's and Dryden's project of "invent[in^ Augustan culture"
(89). Similarly helpful is Christopher Ricks's "Dryden's Triplets," which
examines triplets in Absalom and Achitophel and other poems, finding them
variously enacting "triplicity," "fullness," or more satirically playing into
the hand of Whig spokesmen as they fashion rhetoric to thwart truth and
present their particular point of view. In more sober moments, Dryden
used the triplet to pay tribute to the Duke of Ormonde and to portray
Charles's struggle with his need to punish Monmouth. More mystically, he
turned to the triplet in The Hind and the Tanther to "incarnate the Trinity"
(105).
The second section, titled "A Literary Life in Restoration England,"
opens with Harold Love's expertly conceived "Dryden's London," which
usefully distinguishes the several Londons Dryden knew: The first is the
geographical city within tHe walls, much of which perished in the Great
Fire. To the catastrophe of the Fire, Love attributes the sense of loss that
haunts Dryden's work, overlooking that other catastrophe—civil war—that
also erased the past A second London emei^ed after the Fire, as the West
End was settled—^"colonized" is Loire's term—by the landed aristocracy
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If his comedies were directed to the Court, his occasionalverse, prologues,
and epilogues addressed the new West End community, offering them
"suave lessons in civility" (118). For the city itself, however, Dryden
expressed all his life an "unwavering contempt" (120). After the Revolu
tion, Dryden's cycUc view of history allowed him to translate the satires of
Juvenal and Petsius, in which he presented London "in Roman dress"
(126). By givingjuvenal's satires the contemporaneity of modem language,
he also applied Juvenal's criticisms of Rome to modem London. But
where Persius rejected the metropolis altogether; Dryden makes clearin his
introduction and notes that he disagrees with Persius;for Dryden, "the life
of the Town is still...the most desirable of all existences and its poKshed
social values the indispensable foundation for a national culture" (125).
Paulina Kewes's 'Dryden's Theatre and the Passions of Politics"
zeroes in on Dryden's necessarily adaptive role as a political dramatist in
the mercurial world of Restoration politics. His early celebration of
Charles as Augustus and his exposition of a royalist program in a play like
The Tempest,which satirizes revolutionaries and celebrates restoration,gave
way to more defensive and apologetic strategies as Charles's regime came
under attack. Dryden declared his "firm support for Catholic succession"
in the dedication to The State of Innocence (1673), but by the time oi All for
Lave (1677), he labored to defuse hos^ty toward Charles's powerful
Catholic mistress, the Duchess of Portsmouth (143). Anthony's loss to
Octavian Caesar suggests that the Charles/Augustus analogy had by this
time "lost its force" (146). His post-Revolution plays are his most subtle
and best, suggesting that Dryden did his most interesting work under
constraints of censorship and opposition. John MuUan presents a broader
view of the poet in "Dryden's Anonymity," which claims that the motive
behind anonymity was neither timidity nor fear of violence; rather, it
"brought to a fevered, even dangerous pitch a timeless habit of satire:
recognizing people" (159). Guessingan author's style or linking a "type"
with a given person was part of the pleasure of reading . For Dryden,
however, anonymity "create[^ a strange kind of impersonalitj^' (166). By
publishing^^J•^^/5;»^/«^i^^•M^^;6^/anonymously, Dryden placed thepressure
of his poem not on the agency of authorship but on providential history.
Similarly, the anonymity of The Hind and the Panther lent a kind of imper
sonal authority to its probing of religious truths. By contrast, when he
attached his name to a poem, as he did with PeligioLaici, he did so to lend
the poem "personal authority," though the poem is emphatically not a
personal poem (173). Because the religious positions it reviews were read
as being considered by a known contemporary, readers experienced them
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more direcdy and more intensely. One might push Mullan's ideas further
to claim that Dryden's poetry is always experiential; the force of ideas and
the ironicvision he provides are not distant cerebral musings but intimate
readerly experiences. This partly explains the heated vituperative responses
to his work.
In the final essay of this section, "Dryden and the Modes of
Restoration Sociability," Katsuhiro Engetsu lucidly examines the role of
sociability in Dryden's work. His engagement in the public sphere is
evident in his iconic role at Will's Coffee House, but it is also represented
in his concern for the civility of public discourse evident in An Essay of
Dramatic Poesy. His participation in an Academy planned in 1665 for
improving the English language, his interest in an English Grammar and
Dictionary, his tutorials to his readers urging the evolution of taste and
judgment—all reflect his interest in literary collaboration as a means of
advancing a national literary culture If the Rose Alley ambush and the
political divisions of the Exclusion Crisis fractured such hopes, he
nevertheless joined a second Academy around 1680, this one led by the
Earl of Roscommon. Dryden's epic program in translating the works of
Virgil—a project that brought together subscribers from opposingpolitical
parties and introduced an English Virgil to those who could not read
Latin—best represents the sociable characteristics of Dryden's contribu
tion to the public sphere
The final section, "Courting and Complying with Danger," examines
aspects of Dryden's career that have been most often misunderstood.
John Bamard's "Dryden and Patronage" maps out the complex forms of
economic and cultural exchange that were necessary for a Restoration
poet's financial survival and personal safety. Dryden's dedications fuse two
forms, the private letter written to a social superior and the panegyric
Readers relished the experience of looking over a nobleman's shoulder
watching the Poet Laureate both flatter and satirize Dryden turned to the
younger wits and poets with unhappy results and finally "took the
character of an experienced poet and dramatist, addressing current literary
issues authoritatively, but carrying his very considerable learning lightly"
(208). Though he worked within the patronage system, he nevertheless
preserved a striking independence of mind, laboring all the while to bind
together a divided polity.
Annabel I Patterson's 'Dryden and Political Allegiance" looks at
Dryden's complex attitude not just toward heads of state or political parties
but toward William Davenant. Dryden deployed the Gondibert stanza in
"Heroic Stanzas" because the death of Cromwell offered him a subject he
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could legitimately claim as "hefoic," and, more daringly, because heroic
subject matterwas necessary for someone aiming, perhaps already in 1659,
to appropriate not only Davenant's stanzas but his Laureateship as well.
He turned again to the GonMertstAxazm AnnusMirabilis, but he departed
from Davenant's stricture that heroic poetry ought not to take as its subject
one's own time or country. Dryden's heroic bestiary deflects the actual
cost of war and shows off his poetic skill. In short, Dryden capitalized on
disaster—^war, fire, the death of Davenant—to win Ae Laiureateship in
1668. He departed from Davenant again in The Conquest of Granada by
celebrating love and ambition, both seen by Davenant as excesses to be
avoided. In Absalom andAchitophel, Dryden confronted the "absence of the
truly heroic subject matter he had wanted for so long" (232—33). The
fables in The Hind and the Tanthert&ss^ Davenant's advice Aat the fable is
"successful in the most grave and important occasions" (234). With the
translation of The Works ofVir^l, Dryden seems to have run out of energy
to theorize his works. The heroism to be found is Dryden's own in
refusing to allow iheAeneid to be dedicated to William III.
In "The Piety of John Dryden," John Spurr presents a Bredvoldian
view of Dryden's skeptical temperament by noting that his boyhood
Puritanism was broadened by Westminster'stigorous classical training,and
that his turn to Anglicanism was "unremarkable"(241). His mamage into
a recusant family introduced him to the English Catholic community.
Dryden's heroic plays, which probe the rule of faith, are glossed only for
their anticlericalism. ^ligio Laid"reads like the testimony of a layman who
has worked through the arguments for himself*(244). His questioningof
the limits of human reason can be traced in passages of Roman Catholic
devotion in ThrenodiaAu^stalis and culminated in his conversion in 1686.
Spurt's premise—that "religion was perhaps of only intermittent interest
to Dryden"—is the default premise of many critics, though it fails to
explain why Dryden directed so much energy toward probing such a
dangerous topic (237). Similarly, his claim that Dryden's writing reveals "a
personal determination to follow conscience and reason, to exercise moral
and intellectual responsibility and to confront ethical questions on terms
that went well beyond the conventional Christian formulations" presents
a view of Dryden too consistent with the hyper-rational Anglican
spirituality Dryden finally rejected (246). Spurr concludes by suggesting
that Dryden's piety aimed at Aeneas's virtue rather than religious truth, but
this overlooks Dryden's consistent public defense of his conversion and
steady work as spokesman for an English Catholic minority in the face of
his culture's remarkable hostility toward Catholicism. His identification
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with Aeneas surely involves his labor in carrying the burden of his
confessional identity into a new and hostile wjrld.
Anne Cotterill's "Dryden's Tables and theJudgment of Art" looks at
the architectural metaphor governing the Preface to the Fables to find the
Preface itself a fable "concem[in^ the mature poet's freedom to be at
home with the passions, including the passion of judgment" (262). The
poetic house Dryden builds in Fables emphasi2es "mixture and plea
sure...leveling and mingling," literary kinship and filial inheritance.
Cotterill righdy claims that "Fables leads us to think anew about pieces,
wholes, and beauty, about the conjunction of beauty and ugliness in both
men and women and the conjunction of human and beast" (275). Dryden
countered the strictures of Collier and Blackmore, who hoped for a
narrow, morally didactic vision of art, and, one might add, he also
challenges toda/s critics rigidly concerned with identifying or knowing a
literary self at the cost of seeing the architectural complexities that self
produces through art.
The Cambridge Companion toJohn Drydenconcludes with a brief epilogue
by Steven Zwicker on Dryden's modernity, which argues that Dryden was
both an ancient and a modem. A list of "Further Reading" is sensibly
compiled and arranged chronologically. In its range, competing visions,
lucidity, and willingness to confront the complexityof Dryden's work, the
volume will be important to anyone working on Restoration literary
culture. It is cmcial reading for all those writing about Diyden.

Claude Rawson and Aaron Santesso, eds.,/oA/i Dryden
(1631—1700): His Politics, His Plays, and His Poets.
Newark; University of Delaware Press, 2003. Pp. 304.
$52.50.
Reviewed byJames A. Winn, Boston University
According to Claude Rawson, the organizers of the Yale Tercentenary
Celebration of Dryden suggested two foci for the papers given there and
published here: the politics of Dryden's plays and his relations with poets
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who wrote before, during, or after his careen The first rubric stipulates not
only a particular genre but a particxilar interpretive focus. Perhaps for that
reason, it attracted just five essays, of which only one discusses the politics
of a specific play. In a challenging "revaluation" of Dryden's drama,
Howard Erskine-Hill prefers
to All for Love diaA the five "post-,
revolutionary dramas"—Don Sebastian, Amphitryon, King Arthur, Cleomenes,
and Love Triumphant—^to all of the dramatic work from the reopening of
the theatres until the Revolution. Yet other than using the Revolution as
a watershed, Erskine-Hill's persuasive and pointed essay does not much
refer to politics, except to point out that "classical awareness and political
awareness are not mutu^y exclusive" (63). Maximillian Novak, by
contrast, is keenly interested in politics but refuses to confine himself to
the plays. Novak contrasts "The Rabble and Sovereignty" as they appcM
in a number of plays, but also has trenchant points to make about Dryden's
poems and preface^ as well as the recent movie Fight Club.
Two other articles in this section, both quite useful, treat the rubric
of "politics" even more loosely; their authors areinterested in London as
a site of economic and class struggle. Lawrence MatJey's account of
"Dryden's London" begins by apparently accepting at face value Dryden's
tongue-in-dieek dedication otAnnusMirabilis to London,"that City, which
has set a pattern to all others of true Loyalty, invincible Courage and
unshaken Constancy." London, of course, had been the center of
Parliamentary opposition to Charles I, and it was already clear by 1667 that
the City would be the center of radical Protestant and eventually Whig
opposition to Charles II. Despite missing this irony, Manley supplies
much good lore about "the transformation of London.. .into a metropolis
whose economic influence extend[edj the nation's reach beyond its shores
to encompass the globe" (15)—a development Dryden memorably
prophesies in the closing stanzas of Annus Mirabilis. Although Manley
mentions only two of Dryden's plays, in both cases drawing on the
prefaces rather than the acted lines, Harold Love's adjacent essay on "The
Invention of the 'Town'" should be required reading for students of later
seventeenth-century drama. Most of us have long understood the contrast
between the Court and the City, but Love provides the best taxonomy we
have ever had for the Town, a real and symbolic space occupied by "the
very people whom Elizabeth, James, and Charles I had tried to keep on
their estates—thelower aristocracy and the wealthier country gentry" (37).
Dryden, whose Pickering and Dryden relatives came from precisely this
dass, suffered the scorn of Rochester and others from the Court, not
merely as a professional (and skilled) poet, but as the voice of "the Town."
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The one essay that fulfills Rawson's assignment, Dairid Womersley's
reconsideration of The Spanish Byar, makes creative use of a poem by
Wallace Stevens to gain new insight into an interpretive problem that has
troubled many readers. Carefully avoiding either a "Whig" reading, which
would require us to believe that Dryden's political views in 1680 were
utterly unlike the views he so powerfully expressed in 1681, or a "Tory"
reading, which would require us to treat the subplot involving Friar
Dominic as merely "a ruse or feint" (68), Womersley argues that this
problematic play gives us "not so much a paralleling of contemporaiy
circumstance^ as the creation of an expectation of parallelism that yet does
not settle into any stable form" (76)—H formula applicable to many of
Dryden's plays.
The nine other contributors all chose the rubric of "his poets," which
provides opportunities for exploring a topic Dryden himself addresses
memorably in the Preface to Fah/es, where he speaks of the 'Xineal
Descents and Clans" of poets. In a thoughtfulessay on "Mastering Virgil,"
Steven Zwicker gives a fresh reading of Dryden's surprisingdeclaration (in
the same Preface) that Homer was "more according to [his] Genius, than"
Virg^. Though bolstered by an assertion that Homer's "vehemence" was
"more suitable to [his] Temper" than Virgil's decorous control, Dryden's
claim has usually been explained as the beginning of an advertising
campaign for a translation of the Iliad he (id not live to complete.
Zwicker, b y contrast, concludes an admirable summ ary of Dryden's
lifelong engagement with Virgil by arguing that Dryden actually "averts his
gaze from Virgil because he is overwhelmed by the identification with
Virgil." "Turning away after a lifetime of translation," Zwicker argues,
"was in fact the deepest and most touching acknowledgement of Virgil that
Dryden could have made" (121). Emrys Jones, in a balanced and learned
assessment of "Dryden's Persius," regrets Dryden's cleaning up and
regularizing the Roman poet's notoriously tangled syntax, but gives him
credit for "invent[in^ a new heroic-couplet style" in his rendering of the
opening lines of the first satire, where he achieves "a clipped economy, a
rushing speed of movement, and an implacable resort to emphasis, often
shapedin cleaving antitheses and parallel constructions" (136). "Dryden,"
Jones boldly concludes, "has here invented the style of Pope's Horatian
Imtation/' (136). In a fresh consideration of Dryden's translation of
Juvenal's sixth satire, Susanna Morton Braund enthusiastically accepts as
genuine the sixteen scabrous lines apparently censored from that poem in
1693, which W B. Carnochan discovered and published in 1972. Yet even
with these censored Unes restored, Braund argues, the poem remains an
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exercise in "safe sex." "Resistant to the message he finds in his text" (145),
Dryden "declines to engage •with the raw sexuality of Juvenal's wom
en. ..and instead tones down their activities and demands" (155). Though
quite different in emphases and attitudes, these three essays reflect the
success of the campaign on behalf of Dryden's translations that David
Hopkins and Ihul Hammond launched some twenty years agcx
Three more essays treat Dryden's relations with other poets of the
seventeenth century. In a wonderfully learned account of 'Dryden's
Critique of Shakespeare," Paul Hammond locates Dryden's praise of the
Bard in the Essay of Dramatick Poesie within a thickly described context of
parallel commentary. Notable here is the respect accorded Margaret
Cavendish, who is usually dismissed as a mereeccentric or hailed (but thus
pigeonholed) as a feminist pioneer Hammond considers her "the first
person in the written record to try to say precisely what is so distinctive
about Shakespeare, instead of simply writing variations upon a limited
number of panegyrical commonplaces about art and nature" (166). He
raises the possibilitythatDryden had read her
(1664)
before composing his o'wn luminous paragraph on Shakespeare. Louis
Martz, to whose memory Rawson deicates the volume, contributes an
essay on The State of Innocence. Accurately describing the way that Dryden
constructs his play out of "word^ phrase% or short clauses from Paradise
Lost, weaving Aem as 'Ornaments' into the fabric of his own colloquial
diction," Marta suggests that Dryden had "virtually memorized Milton's
poem" (180), and pays Dryden thecompliment of taking his rhetoricabout
predestination and free will seriously. In this, the last essay of a long and
distinguished careei; Martz may have at last opened the way to a discussion
of Dryden's Miltonic opera free from scorn. Annabel Patterson also
breaks new ground in her essay on Dryden and Marvell, arguing that
Dryden prepared himself to write satire by "saturatpn^ himself in the
satires of the Whig poets" (200), especially those of Marvell. She provides
numerous examples of places where Dryden deforms and echoes lines by
Marvell, such as his rhyming of "Vulgar Spight" -with "Native Right" in
Absalom and Achitophel (II. 354-55), which closely resembles Marvell's
rhyming "vulgar spight" and "helpless Right" in the "Horatian Ode" (U.
61-62). Patterson explains Dryden's knowledge of Marvell's underground
poem by speculating that he owned a copy of Marvell's Miscellaneous Poems
(1680) from which this and two other dangerous poems had not been
excised. But Dryden, who served in the office of the Latin Secretary with
Milton and Marvell during the last years of the Protectorate; had evidently
seen Marvell's poem long before its fleeting appearance in print In his
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comparison of the Great Fire to "some dire Xisvitpet" m. Annus Mirabilis
(1667), the Fire, though "obscurely bred," "Straight to Palaces and
Temples spread" (11. 849-860)—^unmistakably echoing the "Horatian
Ode," in which Cromwell is already a fire that destroys the same targets:
"Then burning through the air he went / And palaces and temples rent"
(IL 21-22). Patterson's larger point, however, is salutary: Dryden evidently
read—and used—^poemsin manuscript and print by writers of all political
persuasions
Two contributors take up the diallenge of considering Dryden from
the perspective of the next generation. Ian Higgins attempts to explain
"why Swift did not like Dryden" (217) and reaches the irrefutable but
obvious conclusion that Swift's High-Church beliefs made him hostile to
the author of The Hind and the Tanther. In a much more ambitious essay,
Valerie Rumbold richly analyzes the "parallel" between himself and
Dryden that Pope constructed in the notes to The Dunciad, which largely
consists of parallel attacks on the two Catholic poets
The collection concludes, most unfortunately, with an odd essay by
Barbara Everett: "Dryden's Haw/?/:The Unwritten Masterpiece." Everett
manages to say something dismissive about every aspect of Dryden's life
and work. The plays are "lifeless" (266); even Amphitryon, much praised by
recent scholars, is "inept and unstructured" (265). The odes are "baroque
performance art" (266), and the poet's costly conversion to Catholicism is
"a gesture of desperation" (268). I fail to see why the distinguished editors
of this collection could not have consigned this mean-spirited essay to the
wastebin. It does nothing to honor a great poet on the tercentenary of his
death, and brings an otherwise useful collection to a thudding close.
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M.L. StxpXeiony Admired and Understood: The Poetry of
Aphra Behn. Newark: University of Delaware Press,
2004. Pp.247. $49.50.
Reviewed by Gillian Manning, The Open University
1

It has been evident for some years that a book on Behn's poetry was
desirable and even slightly overdue. The key resources for such a project
have been in place since die publication of Maty Ann O'DontieSih Aphra
Behn: An Annotated Bibliograpl^ of Primary and Secondary Sources (Ashgate,
1986), followed by Janet Todd's 1992 echtion of the poems (Volume One
in The Works of ^hra Behn, 7 vols., Pickering and Ohio State University
Press, 1992—96). However, for the over 200 years since Behn's death, her
reputation as a writer has rested heavily on the continuing popularity—or
at least currency—of her plays and prose fiction, notably The Rover and
Oroonoko, rather than her poetry. Equally, the powerful modem revival of
Behn's critical fortunes has been predominandy driven by similar concerns.
Nevertheless, scholarly interest in Behn's poetry has grown steadily
of late, evidenced by a number of fine essays. Many of these appeared in
four major critical collections of Behn studies—^Heidi Hutner, ed..
Rereading Aphra Behn: History, Theory, and Criticism (University Press of
Virginia, 1993); Janet M. Todd, ed., Aphra Behn Studies (Cambridge
University Press, 1996); Mary Ann CDonnell, B. Dhuicq, and Guyoime
Leduc, eds., Aphra Behn (1640-1689): Identity, A/terity, Ambiguity (Harmattan, 2000); and Derek Hughes andJanet M. Todd, The Cambridge Companion
to Aphra Behn (Cambridge University Press, 2004)—three of which have
sections dedicated to her poetry. Together with substantial chapters in
wider-ranging works, such as Carol Barash's
Women's Poetry, 1649—
1714: Politics, Community, and Unguistic Authority (Clarendon Press, 1996),
these collections have gready enlarged and strengthened critical writing on
the poems, besides signaling that the time was now propitious for a book
wholly devoted to Behn's poeOy.
In principle; then, Stapleton's Admired and Understood: The Poetry of
Aphra Behn is both timely and welcome, while his decision to concentrate
on Poems upon Several Occasions: With a Vcyage to the Island of Love (1684)
represents in some respects a thoughtful and potentially productive choice
of texts. The obvious drawback here is the fact that this choice excludes
from consideration a large number of important later poems. However,
Behn's 1684 volume is of unique interest among her publications, and
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merits a book-length study, being a collection comprised wholly of her
own poetic works (commendatory verses aside) thatshe evidently prepared
and saw through the press with some care Moreover, it includes many of
her most celebrated and impressive poems, notably: "The Golden Age,"
which heads the volume;"The Disappointment";"A Paraphrase on Oenone
to P<rm"; "To Mr. C7r«c/&"; and, Stapleton's evident preference "On a
Juniper-Tree, cut down to make Busks."
1
There would be a good case also, as Stapleton seems to imply for a
critical edition of the1684 volume, since this would ensure that the poems
appeared in their original ordee preceded by the valuable and extensive
commendatory verses. However, while it seems only good sense to
suppose that Behn took pains to organize her collection to best advantage,
Stapleton's argument for the existence of significant linkage between each
and every poem seems overstated. As an often hard up professional
writei^ Behn was clearly inured to the need to improvise at short notice,
and some of the ordering and contents of the poems in the 1684 volume
may well have been fairly arbitrary. On the evidence of the collection's
physical makeup, CDonnell suggests, for instance, that the substantial
'Tataphrase On Ovid's Epistle of Oenone to Paris" may have been "added
at the last minute to flesh out the contents of the book" (^Annotated
Bibliogrcpf^, second edition, Ashgate, 2004: 82). Moreover, many of the
poems, including "Oenone to Paris," had been published previously in other
contexts. Three of the best known ("The Disappointment,""On a JuniperTree," and "On the Death of Mr. Grinhit") had featured in the notorious;
pirated miscellany. Poems on Several Occasions [1680], attributed toRochester,
which appeared shortly after his death and ran to many editions. iThe last
two of these Behn pieces were printed ccnsecufively in the miscellany, in
the same order that they appear in Behn's ovn 1684 collection. '
Stapleton's view that Behn oversaw the commissioning of the
commendatory verses for her volume with a view to gaining a supportive
"masculine escort," and that this was "almost certainly a reaction to
Philips's posthumous
(1678)" (20), alsoseems unconvincing. It was
normally the bookseller's responsibility to commission such verses, and
there was often no personal acquaintance betweena book's author and the
writer(s) of commendatory verses for the volume This was the case with
Behn's own commendatory poem "To Mr Creech" originally entided "To
the unknown Daphnis on his Excellent Translation of Lucretius," and
printed in the second edition of Thomas Creech's "Lucretius (1683).
Furthermore, though Behn may well have had an eye to rivalling Katherine
Philips's collection, it seems equally likely that she wished to ensure that
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ha: own poetry would escape the fate of Rochester's by being published
in a reputable and accurate form during her hfetime. She may also have
been keen to reassert pubHcly authorship of her three important poems
misattributed in the 1680 miscellany
Stapleton's un trammeled enthusiasm for Behn's poetry, together with
his zeal in seeking to identify and promote its many virtues, are among his
book's most appealing features. His generalargument, too, is unexception
able: that Behn valued her poetry Wghly, perhaps more highly than her
other writings, and that she wished it to be "admired and understood,"
although by the end of the book the reader might wish for this phrase to
have been used more sparingly. Stapleton righdy stresses, in addition, her
evident desire in the 1684 collection to exhibit her range and quality as a
poet, employing to this end a dazzling diversity of poetic kinds. One might
demur, however, at his determination to claim Behn as an Augustan writer,
especially given his emphasis on her admiration for Abraham Cowley, and
on her own predilection for Pindarics and other manifestations of the
baroque
More crucially, Stapleton's desire to impose a rigid and homogenous
interpretative overview of the 1684 volume is also questionable As he sees
it, Behn excoriates libertinism of the kind associated with the poetry of
some of her male contemporaries most notably, Rochester. Rather oddly,
however, given the focus of his book, the examples and arguments he
adduces to support this view are drawn predominantly from her plays,
which do often critique male rakes. Stapleton maintains that, by contrast
with male hbertine writers, Behn seeks characteristically to endorse and
celebrate the concept of mutuahty in love between the sexes, as regards
both sexual enjoyment and emotional and spiritual commitment. A case
may clearly be made for such a claim regarding some of the poems, in
particular "On a Junker-Tree," which Stapleton discusses in his key, and
perhaps his most successful, chapter. Elsewhere, his efforts to promote
this view of Behn's poetry show signs of strain, as in his reading of the
intriguing and sHppery lyric "To l^sander, who made some Verses on a
Discourse of Loves Fire." Overall, his view of Behn's work underplays its
subversive variousness, as well as its more contradictory, often playful and
transgressive, qualities. There is, in addition, a distinct tendency to
sentimentalize her writing as he urges its anti-libertine perspective and
heterosexual wholesomeness.
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Sylvia Bowerbank, Speaking for Nature: Women and
Ecologies of Early Modern England, Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 2004. Pp. xii + 287. $49.95.
Reviewed by Bridget Keegan, Creighton University
During the past ten years, the number of critical books, essays, and
conferences highlightingecocritical approaches to literature has increased
dramatically. In part motivated by a reaction against post-structuralism's
disconnection from "the real world," environmental literary criticism has
become an important and productive way of reexamining canonical texts
and of asserting the relevance of writers previously marginalixed as
"regional" However because of crucial semantic, scientific, theological,
and political differences in the idea of "nature" prior to Romanticism, few
scholars have explored ecocriticism's relevance for writing prior to the late
eighteenth century. With this exemplary book, the late Sylvia Bowerbank
offers scholars an inventive and rigorous model through which to think
about the question of naturein pre-Romantic and early Romantic women's
writing. Bowerbank makes the difficult but ultimately convincing
argument that these texts are essential to understanding fully the shape of
modem thinking about nature She demonstrates how, agtdnst the
seventeenth-century backdrop of the rise of the "man of science," the
association of the feminine and the natural was as potentially empowering
for women writers as it can be problematic for twenty-first centmy critics.
Bowerbank illustrates how early women's writing teaches important but
neglected lessons in the history of environmental thinking; moreover,
discourses of "nature" contribute to the emergence of women's writing as
such. As she asserts, "the emergence of women as writers materialized
interactively with the rediscovery of the historicity of nature" (5).
The book's introduction, "Toward a Genealogy of Ecological
Femitiism," confronts directly the terminological and ideological challenges
posed by ecofeminist readings of early modem texts. Bowerbank
addresses first the "risky politics" of making women women "represent"
nature—^particularly at a period in history when what exacdy was meant by
"nature" and the "natural order" vas redefined by the emergence of new
discourses of science and religion. While the women writers she examines
might not yet think outside of a Christian or patriarchal framework, as
Bowerbank shows, their writings at least imagine other possibilitiea As
she stresses the very word "ecology" (albeit not in use in the seventeenth
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century) is "the language of the house"—the traditional domain of women.
In the chapters that follow, Bowerbank illustrates the striking range of
ways in which these authors wrote to "conserve, resist, or reformulate
'nature' according to women's perspectives and desires" (14). The sections
proceed chronologically and thematically, and include readings of more
well-known figures, such as Margaret Cavendish and Mary Wollstonecraft,
and of more obscure authors such as the religious writer Jane Lead or late
eighteenth-century Canadian diarist Elkabeth Simcoe
Part One, "Romancing the Forest"includes chapters devoted toMary
Wroth and to Margaret Cavendish. The first chapter begins with a
meditation on a particularly privileged site of early modem reflection on
the ideology of landscape: Penshurst. Bowerbank notes early on that
Wroth was bom at Penshurst Place, the daughter of the couple whom
Jonson praises as aristocrats exemplary in their relations with both king and
countryside. Wroth's The Countess of Pembroke's Urania embodies a
nostalgic, Arcadian environmentalism, represented in its repeated use of
the figure of the woman mourning in a forest setting The forests of
Urania at once "encode a class-based grieving for the passing of a cultural
system based on the integrity of the great forests" while providing a
radicalized critique of the "injustices inherent in established 'nature'" (33).
This double movement is accomplished through what Bowerbank
brilliandy describes as "pathetic stylistics." Bowerbank's elaboration of this
term and its textual operations will likely prove to be the book's most
important and lasting contribution to the continued possibility of
ecocritical analyses of pre-Romantic texts.
Rejecting Ruskin's definition of the "pathetic fallacy" as inherendy
fallacious, Bowerbank describes how early women writers work to create
important "associative correspondences between human and natural
worlds" (35), allowing for the possibility of "a 'feeling world'" (35).
Focusing on how Urania deploys the myth of Diana, among other devices,
Bowerbank's reading shows how the text provides a subde but significant
critique of the politics of Arcadianism. Wroth importandy depicts forest
spaces as privileged sites for women as storytellers. While this representa
tion is colored by nostalgicclass politics that could undermineits liberatory
potential, Bowerbank argues diat such nostalgia can also be read as
forward-looking, hopeful of creating "new histories and new modes of
civility" (51).
Chapter Two, devoted to Margaret Cavendish, is one of the strongest
and most convincing of the book, reading Cavendish's Utopian Description
o/aNewBlatfngWorldas-ffe&ishet Observationsupon ExperimentalPhilosop^
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against Cavendish's historical relationship to Sherwood Forest. The
chapter offers a useful survey of "forest laws," particularly in relation to
this iconic English forest, and in relation to Cavendish's writings about her
husband's material losses duringtheir exile. While sometimes employing
pathetic stylistics in her poetry, Cavendish eschews sentimentalism in her
writings about "Great Nature." Cavendish's status as the first and only
female visitor to the Royal Society during its initial 300 years of existence
makes her writings especially important to read against those of Francis
Bacon, Robert Boyle, or Robert Hooke. By often depicting nature as a
"trickster" figure. Cavendish's writings subversively demonstrate that "the
empire of man over nature is a laughable project" (73). While there are
many ways in which Cavendish's writing about nature seem presciendy
modem, Bowerbank is entirely alert to the fact that Cavendish's politics of
nature are also, at times, "conservative and self-serving" (75), invested in
"rejuvenatjing] the noble identity and way of life she associated (but not
consistendy) with the supposed concord of the forest/feudal system" (75).
For Cavendish, the forest was also, historically, the site of the aristocratic
privilege that she strove to maintain. Thus, her ecopolitics and her class
politics exist in tension.
Given that her analysis is attentive to issues of class, in focusing on
two aristocratic women in the opening chapters, it is disappointing that
Bowerbank did not make more of an effort to explore the writing of
laboring-class women about the topic Mary Leapo^s "Crumble Hall" is
the text that comes most readily to mind. The book's second section,
however, in its exploration of 'Tiety and Ecology" examines works by
nuddle-class women and the religious modes of writing which they would
have felt most authorized to attempt.
Chapter Three, Bowerbank interrogates the concept of "nature" in its
most abstract sense in women's devotional writing, where the "improve
ment of one's nature was, in its fullest expression, taken to be a deliberate
orientation and participation in the cosmic hierarchy" (85). Analyzing the
diary of Mary ^ch, the sister of Robert Boyle, as well as the letters of
Catherine Talbot and Elizabeth Carter, Bowerbank argues that women's
writing for the purpose of establishing a metaphysical and interior
"harmony" is linked to broader notions of harmony between the divine
and the physical realms. While Bowerbank's careful readings of these
documents offer fascinating insights into the motives and significance of
these women as writers, the connection of these works to what modem
readers would recognize as environmental concerns is more tenuous.
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The fourth chapter explores the writing surrounding the late
seventeenth-century miUenarian sect, the Philadephian Society. The
Philadelphians sought to effect a diange in nature through the formation
of spiritual community, working to create "a culture of peace on earth"
(10"]^. Bowerbank argues that their mystical disciplines can be read as
ecological practices, though she admits diat "the very strangeness of their
ideas makes visible the range and limits of what has now become
acceptable 'nature' for us" (109). The chapter discusses ascetic communal
living practices. Lead's The Fountean of Gardens, as well as Lead's and Ann
Bathurst's diaries as "bearing immediate witness to the coming of the
Virgin Wisdom and the promise of restoration of nature" (123). While
much feminist scholarship of early women's writing tends to avoid
religious works such as Aese, often because such writing elaborates
unsavory political points of view, Bowerbank succeeds in demonstrating
that religious writing is fertile ground for the exploration of how women
worked within and against traditional theological discourse
Part Three, "Home Ecology," explores eighteenth-centuiy women's
writing about nature first in pedagogical texts and then in the poetry of
Anna Seward. Focusing on women's roles in teaching children the
appropriate treatment of animals. Chapter Five compares a wide range of
educational writing for children, including that of Sarah Trimmer and
Charlotte Smith. Chapter Six carefully traces the development of Seward
as an environmental writer, including theinfluence of her relationship with
Erasmus Darwin and her friendship with the "Ladies of Llangollen" late
in her life. In Part Four, "Thinking Globally," Bowerbank closes the book
with a virtuoso reading of Mary Wollstonecraft's Letters Written During a
Short Residence in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark. She examines Wollstone
craft's positioning of herself as a vraman with respect to the predominant
late eighteenth-century aesthetic category of sublimity. Comparing
Wollstonecraft's writing on Scandinavia with that of Thomas Malthus,
Bowerbank demonstrates how these travels allowed Wollstonecraft to
develop "a more fine-grained understanding of the problems of how
humans can best dwell on the earth" (213), an understanding that would
affect Wollstonecraft's daughtei; Mary Shelley, in her creation of Franken
stein, a text which dramatically critiques masculinist scientific usurpations
of nature
The book's "Afterword" takes Bowerbank back to the local, as she
describes the travel journals of Elizabeth Posthumous Simcoe, wife of the
lieutenant governor of Upper Canada during the 1790s. Simcoe describes
the marshland ecosystem of Coote's Paraise, near the current site of
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McMaster University, where Bowerbank taught until her death last year.
Through examining the changes in her own bioregion since the time of
Simcoe's writing, Bowerbank offers a moving and personal meditational
coda to this important scholarly accomplishment. She concludes, in part,
by practicing the pathetic stylistics that her book describes as a crucial
means for women to speak creatively and critically for nature

Londa Schiebinger and Claudia Swan, eds., Colonial
Botany: Science, Commerce, and Politics in the Early
Modern World. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 2005. Pp.vi + 346. $55.00.
Reviewed by Amy M. King, St. John's University
Broadening the scope of our understanding of early modem botany is the
avowed purpose of Londa Schiebinger and Claudia Swan's impressive
anthology ColonialBotanj, and breadthis undeniably the firstimpression the
volume produces Its sixteen articles, none of which, contrary to
unfortunate current practice in academic publishing, sacrifice detail or
argumentative nuance for brevity, come from a truly international and
interdisciplinary collection of scholars;the range of topics here—fromrice
cultivation in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century West Africa to
eighteenth-cenmry French understandings of climatology—^is similarly
wide-ranging Despite this eclecticism, however, the volume presses a
surprisingly consistent and lucid argument, the force of which is only
increased by the breadth of intellectual and geographical territory covered
by its articles: that European botany in the early modem period has been
insufficiently contextualized, and that an understanding of botanical
science separate from commercial or political contexts, particularly the
context of colonial trade and conquest, is at best a pallid intellectual
construct.
Schiebinger and Swan are certainly convincing in their picture of the
traditional historiography associated with botany, which has remained, as
they argue in their coherently articulated introduction,surprisingly resilient
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despite the successive waves of contextualist histories of science that have
swamped other scientific fields. Usually considered in its "pure" aspects
as a practice of taxonomic classification and ordering—as, in short, a vivid
metaphor for Enlightenment epistemologies—^botanical science for
Schiebinger and Swan is instead embedded within European geopolitics in
the age of colonial conquest. The emphasis here is on the plant specimen
as a commodity, not a detached object of taxonomic interest; as an object
with potent social use (as spice, as medicine, and as sign of luxury) rather
than a purely scientific datum. The roster of botanical items studied
here—tea, cinnamon, tobacco, nutmeg, cloves, pepper; Peruvian
bark—will be familiar from the recent spate of commodity histories that
continue to receive popular acclaim. Unlike the celebratory world-in-anutshell rhetoric of such histories, however, where the given commodity,
in an unconsciouslyMarxist formulation, is proclaimed as the vibrant force
that "changed the world," Schiebinger and Swan see their historical
practiceas complicatingthe question of agency. Their introduction presses
the argument that botany was not only a result of exploration, conquest,
and overseas trade, but economically supported thatvery trade—thatit was
both effect of and motor for the colonial expansions of major European
powers. If one result of this shift of focus is to change the botanical object
firom pure scientific datum to commodity, a further, and perhaps more
intriguing, shift is to move from the practice of identifying objects
(dassificatory schemas) to the practice of cultivating objects:laying down
the institutional and physical conditions for perpetuating commodities. In
a very real sense, Aen, one might speak of Schiebinger and Swan's
approach 2&^unded\i&\.ov}, more interested in the botanical object in the
soil (and of the multiple meanings of that soil) than the object as a
taxonomic fantasy. Big science, in their terms, is also big business "It is
our thesis," they write, "that early modem botany both facilitated and
profited from colonialism and long-distance trade, and that the develop
ment of botany and Europe's commercial and territorial expansion are
closely assodated developments" (3).
As methodologically vast as the introduction can be, the anthology's
articles are a series of carefully delimited and spedfic case-studie§ spread
out over a large historical period (from roughly 1550 to 1800) and a
number of regions and nation-states Schiebinger and Swan's overall
picture of sdentific botany as embedded within colonial geopolitics is
articulated in intriguingly different ways by the not-always-analogous
practices of botanical study, specimen accumulation, and cultivation that
the articles describe. Although in certain ways the story that voyages had
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motivations beyond that of discovery seems a familiar one, here that daim
gets particularized and made newly compelling by the individual casestudies; likewise the idea that early modem botany needs to be understood
and embedded within global contexts is made persuasive by the details of
the individual inquiries. For instance, Emma Spary's article, "Of Nutmegs
and Botanists: The Colonial Cultivation of Identity," shows how plant
identification in Linnaean botany was never outside of culture but
depended on processes of cultural negotiations and not just principles of
scientific taxonomjr, her case study around nutmeg fascinates. Spary's
article is embedded within the third of four sections in the anthology; these
rubrics are useful taxonomies for a rich slate of articles, quickly directing
and guiding the reader to different genres of articles: Part One, "Colonial
Governance and Botanical Practice"; Part Two, "Translating Indigenous,
Creole and Euopean Botanies: Local Knowledge(s), Global Science"; Part
Three, "Cash Crops: Making and Remaking Nature"; and Part Four,
'Technologies of Accumulation." Under those generic rubrics the articles
individually flourish into their own species, if you will. Part One, which
promises to provide articles about the relationship between botanical
practice and colonial politics and governance, has a particularly deep range,
including a welcome contribution by Andrew J. Lewis on botanical
collection in early republic America ("Gathering for the Republic: Botany
in Early Republic America"). Chandra Mukerji's "Dominion, Demonstra
tion, and Domination: Religious Doctrine, Territorial Politics, and French
Plant Collection" connects the symbolism of control in seventeenth- and
righteenth-century French gardens to the territorial domination of colonial
botany; in her authoritative and highly readable piece one begins to see
how projects such as botanical gardens are part of a logic of collectingand
display that are inseparable from state politics and strategy. The section
ranges to the radically different context of the mission garden in Michael
T. Bravo's "Mission Gardens: Natural History and Global Expansion
1720-1820"; the theotization of the topic is admirably but it is the stories
about the Moravian Brethren that he tells that makes this a compelling
narrative. This is more general to the volume than this individual praise
implies; this is an impressive scholarly contribution but it is also, one is
delighted to find, an absolute pleasure to read.
The other parts of the anthology yield additional strongand fascinat
ing articles, including but not limited to Londa Sdiiebinger's illuminating
contribution 'Trospecting for Drugs: European Naturalists in the West
Indies." Here the way in which Emopean naturalists contributed to the
colonial effort by identifying profitable plants in the Cambbean is amply
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demonstrated but also lent meaning: she connects that story to consumer
histories in London and France, answering the compelling question of not
only how new drugs were identified but how these exotic new medicines
(including Peruvian bark, or quinine) found their way to chemist-shops and
hospitala Schiebinger cont extualizes colonial drug prospecting with
similar efforts at home by academic physicians looking at indigenous cures.
In the final part of the anthology ("Technologies of Accumulation"), the
contributors focus turn their attention on technological challenges in the
accumulative field of botany; deceptively simple subjects such as. counting
(Anke te Heesen, "Accounting for the Natural World: Double-Entry
Bookkeeping in the Field") and measuring (Marie-Noelle Bourguet,
"Measurable Difference: Botany, Climate, and the Gardener's Thermome
ter in Eighteenth-Century France") yield unexpected and complex
histotiea
It feels mean-spirited to quibble with a volume that is so generous
and fiiU in its indMdual contributions and its overall coherency, but
readers and purchasers of the volume may wish to know that the one
colonial power not represented here is, surprisingly enough, Britain. Schie
binger and Swan note the lack in a footnote but it might have been more
interesting to explain the effect of the absence rather than simply
acknowledge it. Since so much pioneering historical work on colonial
contexts for botany has focused on British or English examples— from
David MacKay's In the Wake of Cook: Exploration, Science, and Empire,
1780—1801 (Palgrave, 1985) to Richard Drayton's Nature's Government:
Science, ImperialBritain, and the Improvementof the WorldlNiSs.University Pres^
2000)—the curious effect of the British absence here is a methodologically
useful chastening,even if that was not the intent of Schiebinger and Swan.
Thoroughly cosmopolitan in structure and tone. Colonial Botany makes us
aware that,in the early modem period at least, British botany—^and British
colonial pursuits of botanical discovery and profitability—was but one
story among many, and not necessarily a determining story at that.
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Beth Fowkes Tobin, Colonizing Nature: The Tropics in
British Arts and Letters,1760-1820. Philadelphia: Univer
sity of Pennsylvania Press, 2005. Pp. xvi + 264. $55.00.
Reviewed by Noah Heringman, University of Mis
souri—Columbia
Beth Fowkes Tobin's Colom:^ngNature begins with a confessional preface
that explains the book as an effort to work through "[her] own complic
ity...with the ongoing colonial project" as a non-native English professor
and ideologically conflicted gardener in Hawaii (xiv). Tobin's intimate
knowledge of tropical plants and landscapes shines through in her analyses
of colonial natural history, topographical descriptions of Caribbean slave
gardens, paintings of country houses and Mughal ruins in colonial India,
illustrated botanical works of exotic flora, and "imperial georgic," the latter
referring both specifically to poetry and to a broad discursive aspect of all
these other genres. On the one hand, Tobin argues, all these genres
participated in a "dominantdiscourse" by which their authors "substituted
their own literary and artistic efforts in place of local producers' work"
(11). While it's dear enough that these discourses all engaged in hege
monic "commodification,quantification, cataloging, decontextualization,
abstraction, and aestheticization" (26), themore fruitful and original aspect
of Tobin's argument specifies highly paiticular landscapes, plants, generic
categories, and subjectpositions that complicate this totalizingpicture. She
shows, for example, how figures like personification and "the order of the
words" in James Grainger's Sugar-Cane: A Poem"steal the agency from the
slaves" (46); how "plantocratic literature" struggles to contain &e "threat
of African agricultural expertise and entrepreneurial ingenuity" (62) and
tropical plants "subvert the formal conventions" of the country house
family portrait (81); and how the professional ambitions of colonial
travelers as diverse as William Hodges and Captain James Cook shaped
their individual styles: as Hodges used picturesque conventions to distort
Indian landscapes in order to asscit the dignity of landscape painting and
his own status as a producer of knowledge, so Cook in revising his
Resolution journal for publication minimized his own subjectivity and
cultivated the universalizing idiom of polite knowledge.
Tobin's preface also warns us that her experience in Hawaii has led
her to reject the newer scholarly approach of "'complicating' colonialism"
(xv). I feel that too much energy is wasted in &e book on trying to
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reinstate a totalizing Foucauldian ideology critique that many scholars of
colonial natural history have left behind. Tobin's own examples show the
decisive role played by local and recalcitrant agency, both human and
nonhuman, that makes lived colonial hegemony worthy of critical study.
Her insistence on reminding us of the "dark side of Enlightetunent" (28),
however, leads to reductive generalizations about natural history, indige
nous peoples, and the ideological power of genre. One of the most cogent
arguments forcomplicatingcolonialism, with respect to natural history and
locality, comes from the preface to 'Exploration and Exchange: A South Seas
Anthology, 1680—1800 (University of Chicago Press, 2000), a recent
anthology of primary materials documenting Pacific exploration. The
editors, Jonathan Lamb, Vanessa Smith, and Nicholas Thomas, point out
the importance of a "distinctive historical perspective" for each colonial
locale, "not awkwardly transposed" from another colonized part of the
globe. Such a perspective, they argue, draws attention to "the variable
politics of encountei; rather than...the operations of a monolithic
discourse ofimperialism"(xv).. Recent monographs in the field—^including
Robert D. Aguirre's Informal Empire: Mexico and Central America in Victorian
Culture (Universityof Minnesota Press, 2005), Deirdre Coleman's Romantic
Colonisation and BritishAnti-Slavey (Cambridge UniversityPress> 2005), and
Lamb's own Preserving the Self in the South Seas, 1680—1840 (University of
Chicago Press, 2001)—draw on an increasingly sophisticated theoretical
vocabulary reflecting thi s variability of cultures, natures, and subject
positions within colonialism. Although I will take issue with Tobin's
resistance to complicating colonialism, I want to emphasize that in the
context of these differently oriented works, Colonir^ngNature nonetheless
stands out for its geographic and generic breadth as well as the depth of
learning she brings to each colonial site and each of many visual and verbal
getires.
One of the most compelling features of Tobin's uniform colonial
pattern, the displacement of indigenous labor and agency, is the way in
which this agency is reinscribed in the representation of local natural
history. In a chapter on the topographical narratives of West Indian
planters, for example, Tobin looks closely at the description of slaves'
provision grounds. These "plantocratic" writers, including Matthew G.
"Monk" Lewis, emphasize the abundance produced by these slave gardens
while downplaying the diligence and expertise of the gardeners Yet the
very species of plants itemized in these descriptions reinscribe that
expertise: Afro-Caribbeans took the lead in nattiralizing the Wst African
plants they knew, such as yams and plantains, and in experimenting with
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Amerindian plants such as maize and sweet potatoes, and with these crops
they fed entire island populations (77). Likewise, in a chapter on portraits
of Anglo-Indian elite families on their estates, Tobin points out species of
trees, such as jackfcuit, neem, and pipal, that "refuse to be merely props in
the telling of stories about British imperial power" (114). Building on a
useful and learned distinction between the country house portrait and the
garden conversation piece, Tobin shows how the anatomy and cultural
associations of Indian trees interfere with the work normally done by oaks
and elms in the latter genre.
The first substantive chapter on West Indian georgic makes the same
persuasive case for the return of local agency—both human and
botanical—^within the interstices of the imported imperial genre. If
Grainger's Sugar-Cane (1764) builds on James Thomson and Alexander
Pope to "steal the agency from the slaves," then the yams and cassava
restore that agency. Yet in this instance Tobin's book also displays a
symptomatic weakness, an ambivalent absorption in the Foucauldian
binary of subversion and containment. Grainger's strategy of trying to
credit the plantation system rather than the slaves, we are told, derives
from a "favorite colonialist dichotomy—the good and bad slave/colonial
subject—which is a strategy designed to divide and conquer the op
pressed" (51). The slaves' agricultural expertise, and their entrepreneurial
success in marketing the surplus from their gardens, figure, by contrast, as
"disruptive" (52). Yet by the end of this chapter; and too often throughout
the book, the imperial genre resumes its hegemony by "eliding the human
context in which...plants were cultivated by natives and/or slaves" (55).
This unfortunate conflation of slaves and natives vividly illustrates the
dangers of monolithic theoretical constructions of colonialism.
The second half of the book shifts attention to individual producers
of colonial knowledge: Hodges in India, Cook in theSouth Pacific, andSir
James E. Smith in metropolitan London. At the same time, by means of
a three-part structure thatlends added coherence; each pair of chapters can
be seen as focusingon one geographic scene of knowledge production: the
Caribbean "sugar islands" (Chapters One and Two), British India
(Chapters Three and Four), and imperial London (Chapters Five and Six),
where Cook revised his journal for publication and Smith assembled his
anecdotes of tropical plants he had seen naturalized in various English
hothouses and collections. Because of the focus on Hodges, Cook, and
Smith, indigenous agency becomes less visible and Tobin gives more of her
attention to the colonial ramifications of dynamics within the British class
system. While slave agriculture, for example, is more outwardly "disrup-
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tive," these class dynamics are sometimes internally disruptive to imperial
ism (167) while also complicating it in other ways. Hodges was a
professional illustratoi; having cut his colonial teeth on Cook's second
voyage, and Tobin usefully points out the way in which classical anatomy
in his illustrations for Cook, like the picturesque ruins in his indqpendent
landscape paintings of India, served Hodges's professionalagenda of being
accepted as a "gendeman and a scholar" (142). By depicting Indian
fortresses as ruins, Hodges relocated Mughal imperial power to the past,
thus minimizing the military threat of Chait Singh and other late
eighteenth-century "insurgents" (see esp^ 131-43). In the garden
conversation pieces by contrast, the native plant species and lore are what
"conveys the precariousness of British knowledge of and control over
India" (114). TTie instructive focus on Hodges's professionalagenda,since
it cannot be wholly subsumed under the colonial agenda, illustrates—if
perhaps inadvertendy—one of the intellectual benefits of complicating
colonialism.
Tobin makes sound analogies between this class agenda and those of
Cook and Smith in her last two chapters, but the resulting complexities
retreat behind another monolithic vision, this time of natural history. In
light of the mastery of visual culture and politics displayed in the India
chapters, it is curious and somewhat disappointing that Tobin looks at
Cook and Smith almost exclusively as writers (and at natural history as a
style of writing), rather than as scientific entrepreneurs dependent on
illustrators, guides, and fieldworkers. The literary focus on Cook's revision
of his journals is nonetheless richly rewarding Painstaking work with
manuscripts allows Tobin to identify multiple stages of revision prior to
publication. Many of the revisions "tend to elide the processes by which
facts were constmcted" (160)—^particularly Cook's original self-conscious
ness about the limits of his knowledge and his "robust gustatory engage
ment with natural history specimens" (164). Tobin convincingly demon
strates Cook's conscientious progress toward a moregenteel literary idiom,
but the reading is compromised by misinformed and under-supported
generalizations about "Enlightenment science" and a monolithic
"discourse of natural history" that she uses to bring the reading into line
with the argument. For example, Tobin conflates "natural history's
abstracted categories of information" (161) with an entirely different (if
perhaps equally hegemonic) discipline "the polite discourse on gardens
and landscape aesthetics" (162). The boom in natural history, though
reciprocally informed by landscape aesthetics, was mainly due to its
accessibility, which is what attracted self-educated observers such as Cook
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in the first place, along with self-trained artists such as John Gideon Loten
and Sydney Parkinson and passionately etnbodied and subjectivre writers
such as Gilbert White, John Clare, and Charlotte Smith. In fact, one
advocate of vernacular natural history who worked with Cook, J. R.
Forster, is mistakenly and misleadingly lumped together with the
"scientific gendemen" Cook is ostensibly trying to emulate, Joseph Banks
and William Wales. Banks's elite status needs no comment. Forstei; on
the contrary, had just been fired from his job at the Warrington Academy
(where he taught natural history to students excluded by the Test Act from
university education and published his popularizing mineralogical
guidebooks), whereas Wales was a seasoned professional fieldworker who
bitterly contested, in his publications, the philosophical style Forster had
(in his view mistakenly) injected into naturalhistory in reflection of his new
status.
The final chapter on botanical collections—a term Tobin usefully
extends to various kinds of botanical publications—^is a return to form in
the sense that the scientific and cultural context is given much more fully
and accurately. (To be fair. Cook's achievement is contextualized
beautifully in a section of Tobin's introduction that describes his "artisanal" style of exploration.) But the narrative desire to depict "dominant
discourses" continues to distort Tobin's characterization of natural history
in parttcular, which is also caricatured as "objective" and "historyless" in
Chapter Two (57). At the end of her informative and expansive discussion
of botanical collections Tobin is again betrayed by this desire to reify her
own terms, distinguishing "Linnaean botan/' from the "discourse of
natural histor/'—of which Linnaeus and his successors concewed botany
as one branch—and from "connoisseurial botany," which in turn always
understood itself as an adjunct of economic botany, Banks's career being
the major case in point. Tobin devotes careful attention to the class status
of Smith and his cultivation of connoisseurial botany as a bridge between
(his own) "bomgeois expertise" and aristocratic collecting (194, also 181).
Smith's illustratoi^ James Sowerby—credited by some scholars as
effectively Smith's co-author—^was a working professional whose role
deserves the same scrutiny. Likewise, natural history more broadly was a
vast and fluid set of discourses and practices in the long eighteenth
century, debated and contested not only among the sharply divided
narrators of Cook's second voyage, but also among the self-educated artists
(such as Parkinson, Maria Sibylle Merian, and Ferdinand Bauer) who first
made tropical plants visible to a European publicand among many other
adherents and critics of the discipline. Some of these conflicts are
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mentioned in passing, but all in all the embedded conflicts within and
transparently ideological character of natural history and all the imperial
genres detailed in this book deserve more attention and deserve to be
acknowledged as genuinely complicating factors within colonialism.
As the reaction of a readerwho came to the study of colonialism ly
way of natural history rather than personal experience or political
conunitment, my review should be taken with more than the usual grain
of salt. To me Tobin's introduction outlines a twofold strategy of "call[ing]
attention to the discursive processesby which labor and history were elided
from the representation of tropical nature" (11), on the one hand, and
recuperating "the history of the colonized, or the labor of the peasant
producei; and their culturally specific and class-based knowledge," on the
other (25). To me the latter goal, pursued more systematically in the first
half of the book,is more compelling and produces fascinating accounts of
local counter-hegemonic agency, on the part of both plants and people;
The former goal betrays the author into totalizing commitments that at
times—^in my view—compromise the scholarship Another way of saying
this is to observe that I am more persuaded by the cases of anxiety about
imperial control than by the case for imperial control as such in this book.
The political legitimacy of Tobin's commitments, however, is only
reinforced when we contemplate the long-term consequences of colonial
agricultural policy. I for one would like to see Tobin apply her expertise
to a truly monolithic program like the Green Revolution, which forced
farmers' energies into cash crops for the global marketplace and damaged
local subsistence farming capabilities to a degree that is still being felt
around the globe
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Jody Greene, The Trouble with Ownership: Literary
Property and Authorial Liability in England, 1660-1730,
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2005. Pp.
X + 272. $49.95.
Reviewed by Christopher Flint, Case Western Reserve
University
On the dust jacket of this book and in the strategic center of the text—^the
opening c hapter of P art T wo—stands the sim ultaneously abject and
triumphant figure of Daniel Defoe His head and hands are locked into
the pillory to which he was consigned for three consecutive days as the
author of The Shortest Wcff with Dissenters, a satire on the treatment of
religious unorthodoxy that seems to have worked only too well. Defoe's
position here epitomizes the paradoxes of authorship Aat are the focus of
Greene's book: the degree to which the early modem period so weighted
the writer's increased proprietary rights with complex legal liabilities as to
make those rights a highly mixed blessing In Greene's wordplay, to own
a book was to own up to a book, and owning up to a book was often a
risky business Defoe is an apt emblem for Greene because, head and
hands above the rest, he preceded, shaped, and lived through the
purported conversion to a liberal copyright law at the beginning of the
eighteenth century. He insisted that the author admit liability for the
contents of a published work (heretofore absorbed hy the bookseller; the
eighteenth-century term for what we now call a publisher) in order to
guarantee the author's aboriginal right to his or her work. As Greene
paraphrases Defoe, "Since authors, who cannot help but be criminals in
[Defoe's] estimation, live in perpetual danger of the law's severity, they
should at least be able to rely on the legislative authorities to give them
something in exchange for the very considerable risks they take" (110). As
if to emphasize the strange nature of the legal obl^ation Defoe extolled,
he himself tenaciously evaded such responsibilities all the rest of his life
Defoe's punishment occurred only a few years before the passage of
the now (in)famous1710 Act of Anne, somewhat dubiously known as the
first copyright act in British history, a document, Greene suggests, that
Defoe's own work on the subject helped shape. Greene's book lucidly
traces the history of this moment from its early glimmerings in royal
decrees, ordinances and edicts in the sixteenth century to the array of
pronouncements leading up to its enactment. She then tracks the
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consequences of the Act of Atme in three representative authors: Defo^
Alexander Pope, and John Gay. The Troubk with Onmership is less significant
for the original material it provides (most of the legislative records, court
cases and publication documents it examines have been canvassed before
by such scholars as Rosemary Coombe^ Frances Dolan, David Foxon,
Joseph Loewenstein, and Mark Rose) than for its judicious and elegant
intervention in an argument about authorship that has long occupied
scholars interested in the histoiy of the book. This is a quarrel that in its
general outlines characterizes so many other scholarly disputes: an original
claim (here, that early eighteenth-century copyright empowered the author)
is vigorously countered by the reverse claim (thatit reinscribed the author's
subservience). Greene's thesis is a corrective both to those who gloomily
dismiss the daim that there was any real increase in theauthor's proprietary
interests in the eighteenth-century book trade and to thosewho optimisti
cally read the Act of Anne as the first salvo in the author's battle to finally
gain uncontested ownership of his or her work and to guarantee freedom
of the press
Greene's essential insight is that until a proprietary system arose by
which authors of even potentially scandalous texts could be induced to
claim responsibility for their writing, the state would always be unable to
locate what one seventeenth-century government censor called "the
Fountain of Our Troubles" That is, the state seemed willing to grant
authors certain proprietary rights in order to render them visible and thus
maintain control over them. As is so often the case, the court, the legal
system, the publishingtrade and the authors themselves readin thevarious
acts of legislation different meanings and opportunities Writers, for
instance, could choose to record their proprietary interest in a work and
gain the protection of copyright but also make themselves vulnerable to
the law. Conversely, they could disavow authorship but lose the legal
protections that would enforce their privilege over the text. Contrary to
the common assertion that the Act of Anne divorced copyright from
censorsh^. The Trouble with Ownership contends that the two were forever
married. As Greene puts it, historians "have been resistant to recognizing
the persistence of ideological regulation in authorship's new proprietary
formation" (4). Greene's argument rests on Michel Foucaulfs notion that
the modem concept of the author took shape when the writer first became
subject to punishment for the content of his or vork, and then only later
'sras displaced by a proprietary concept Modifying Foucault's claim,
Greene shows that, in fact, the later period of authorial proprietorship
actually retained the earlier punitive meaning Greene's book, for all its
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scrutiny of authorship is not, however, an attempt to reinscribe the author
as the sole originative agent but rather to articulate how the author came
to be regarded as sudi a force in the first place
The first part of the book, comprised of two chapters, dwells on what
might be called the prehistory of the Act of Anne, tracing the inextricably
linked aspects of authorial rights and authorial liability. Entitied "The
Trouble with Ownership" it focuses on the state's attempt to grapple with
the fact that of all the producers of a printed work the most elusive one is
the author. Greene enlivens her discussion of the occasionally abstruse
legal material pertaining to this issue by concluding with the specifiq and
occasionally tragicomic, experiences of three exemplary victims of the
Restoration court: John Twyn, Henry Carr, and Elizabeth Cellier. Each
one of these figures was prosecuted for treason, sedition, or libel. Yet two
of them, Twyn and Cellier, had no hand in authoring the offending texts
for which they were charged, and the other, Carr, could not be identified
by anyone in court as the author despite having publicly admitted
elsewhere to being such. Intent on punishing someone in the absence of
an identifiable authoi; authorities turned to figures to whom authorshipof
"naughty books" could be attributed. Barring that option they sought to
pressure those who could reveal the author: printers, compositors,
booksellers, and mercuries. Close and textured discussion of these case^
informed by a clear understanding of legal diction and distinctions in the
period, is one of the many pleasurable rewards that this book provides.
Greene tells a marvelous story as Twyn, Carr and Cellier confront such
persistentregulatory characters as Roger L'Es trange and Lord ChiefJustice
William Scroggs, bitten by the need to track down their "ghosdy enem/'
(45). These case studies reveal both the power of the legislative arms of
the state and the pyrrhic victories that emerge out of their attempts to affix
authorship anywhere. As Scroggs observed, "it is not hard to find the
Printer: But one Author ioyxadi, is better than twenty Printers found" (5).
The second part of the book, "The Dangerous Fate of Authors,"
examines three case studies that illustrate the relationship between
propriety and liability that the Act of Anne established. Focusing on
Defoe, Pope, and Gay, Greene tracks the various strategies by which
eighteenth-century authors attempted to negotiate the penal consequences
of copyright legislation while taking advantage of the proprietary guaran
tees it provided (especially in preventing pirated editions). Defoe owned
up to his book and then had to stand for it in the pillory, but Pope and
Gay tried to retain their copyrights to The Dunciad and Polly, respectively,
by manipulating the recent changes in the law Pope elected to disown
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authorship while still seeking copyright protection. Gay, in contrast,
owned up to his authorship but also sought extralegal protectiona Paying
for their own printing costs, both authors used female intermediaries to
stand behind while still claiming the proprietary rights of the male author
Gay engaged the Duchess of Queensbury as patron and protector of his
work while Pope used a false imprint beating the name of the female
bookseller Anne Dodd. As Greene puts it, "They relocated responsibility
for the text onto a woman, out of the coiwiction that a female figure was
best suited to reduce the risks of publication as a result of her benighted
relationship to property, literary and otherwise" (155). Greene's study thus
touches on gender but not simply to reveal the unequal and oppressive
treatment of women in the book trade. She also demonstrates how such
women frequendy ejcploited the legal complexities that resulted from the
copyright provisions of the Act of Anne to serve their own interests. My
only complaint is Greene's tendency to hinge her argument about various
forms of authorial dependence by equating the evasive strategies of
misattribution with standard forms of patronage. When Pope's use of
Dodd (or hers of him) becomes S3ntionymous with Gay's reliance on the
Duchess of Queensbury, the word "patronage" loses some rigor as a useful
term. But this, on the whole, is a minor quibble. It is, in fact, one of the
keen pleasures of Greene's book to find the women who often fronted the
largely male publishing trade in the first half of the eighteenth century
becoming more fully embodied as complex agpnts. The entertaining and
unexpected twists in this process are too complex to summarize here, but
they provide a fascinating glimpse into the vagaries of the eighteenth
century print trade and foreground the perpetual elasticity of the very
notion of authorial property.
The Trouble tvith Ownership acts as a salutary reminder of how often laws
open fissures in a system they are intended to mend. It is also amusing and
alarming to discover that what has come to be regarded as a modem
turning point in authorial rights seems also to have preserved an older
model of punitive ideology. The provisions of the Act of Anne and the
notions of copyright it has spawned to this day indicate that, as Greene
notes, "there was simply no way to be 'cautious in owning.' To own one's
work was synonymous with a willingness to suffer" (142). In telling this
hard-won truth. The Trouble with Ownershp is particularly admirable in how
it so clearly artiailates so convoluted a history. A sterling example of
scholarship that combines analysis of primary sources with theoretical
savvy and closely examined textual history, Greene's book should be vital
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reading to anyone interested in the sociology of texts and the book trader
the history of authorshif^ and early modem legal history.

*

David A. Brewer, The Afterlife of Character, 1726-1825
(Material Texts). Philadelphia: University of Pennsylva
nia Press, 2005 Pp. x + 262. $59.95.
Reviewed by George Justice, University of Missouri—
Columbia
David Brewer's The Afterlife ofCharacter
the "eccentric" phenome
non of "imaginative expansion," the term the author uses to describe the
re-use of characters from one literary work in a different work. This book
claims that the frequency of this phenomenon increased in the period
1726-1760. According to Brewer, authors and readers facilitated the use
of characters beyond their originating works. Drawing on what Brewer
calls the "fictional archive"—^by which he means the sense that characters
in a work possessed a past, present, and future not limited by their original
appearance—writers and readers could playfully call on these characters in
literary works that remained in the spirit of the common enterprise From
1760 until the end of the period under consideration, though, according to
the book, proprietary authors such as Laurence Sterne and Walter Scott
took advantage of their reader's belief in the independence of literary
character to tighten their stranglehold not otily on the characters in their
fictions but on the audience of their works. The topic is fascinating, and
the book makes a strong argument for the importance of "character
migration" not only to literature but to the culture's understanding of
literary property. If the book falls short of the expectations its introduc
tion raises, it may be that the scope of the topic exceeds the parameters set
out and followed by the author
The book claims that"imaginative expansion" exploded in the period
1726-1760 on account of two major factors; a relatively peaceful time in
England, allowing readers to enjoy literature and read and write about it in
a nonpolitical way, and the developing sense and practice of literary
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property and copyright. The former of these factors seems either like a
stretch or an outworn and partial truism, but the latter offers very inter
esting ways to understand the composition of literary character. At this
point in the century, the literary property of character operates in an
"economy of abundance" rather than "an economy of scarcity" When a
writer used someone else's character, the result was an expansion in the
value of that character rather than a diminution. The proper analogy
would not be single authorship but the "common^" which existed for the
use of all citizens of the community brought together by its presence
Characters like GuUivei; Macheath, and Sir Roger de Coverley created
communities of readers based on mutual respect rather than hierarchical
relationshipa "Character migration" enabled "social canonization,"which
was based in reader appreciation for "detachable" charactera
Brewer ties this early-century phenomenon to visualization: the stock
set of expressions for the passions used on stage and in print allowed
readers to imagine the appearance of characters when involved in the kind
of situation giving rise to sucdi passiona Readers could expand upon
minor elements in an extant book or write entirely new adventures linked
to a common way of visualizing moments of interest. Brewer uses the
afterlife of Inkle and Yarico in print and on stage to demonstrate the ways
in which reader-writers could fill in gaps and expand upon the bare version
of the story provided in the Spectator. Imaginative expansion was a way of
enriching the hterary stock by plumbing the "fictional archive." Sections
on Gulliver's "Travels and The Beggar's Opera demonstrate the Scriblerians'
playful approach to characters, including Alexander Pope's hilarious set of
poems based on Jonathan Swift's book, which, according to Brewer, were
understood as just as legitimate (or illegitimate) as Gulliver's Travels itself.
The heart of the book lies in the subsequent chapter, entitled
"Character Migration, Detachability, Old Friends." Here Brewer discusses
Sir Roger de Coverley from Joseph Addison and Richard Steele's Spectator,
who is expanded in manyways after his initial appearance in the periodical.
(I was not entirely convinced here: even if Sir Roger did "migrate," he did
so against his creator's wishes. Samuel Johnson's Ufe of Addison, quoting
Addison's friend Eustace Budgell, tells us that Addison was infuriated
about Steele's story of Sir Roger and the prostitute an incident that Brewer
tries to use in support of his argument.) AftM Sir Roger comes that other
figure beloved by seventeenth-century audiences, eighteenth-century
critics, and Harold Bloom: Falstaff who underwent an early expansion
when Shakespeare re-used him in The Merry Wives of Windsor. Brewer
focuses on William Kenrick's creation of a new play about Falstaff,
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focusing patdculatly on Kenrick's justification for doing sa Next comes
analysis of various presentationsof the character of Ranger in The Provoked
Husband, and Henry Fielding's "harnessing" of theAndrews-Booty family
in Joseph Andrews. These characters become "historic beings" rather than
"dramatic beings," in the terms of eighteenth-century critic Maurice
Morgann as discussed by Brewer.
It is at this point that the literary critical aspects of Brewer's project
align with the literary historical: the shared use of literary characters by a
community contributes to the full life accorded to characters by thereaders
of novels and plays. Use of the "fictional archive" produces the perception
of character "depth." Brewer specifically contrasts his interpretation of
Fielding's use of Samuel Richardson's characters in Joseph Andrews'vA^ that
of E. M. Forstei: Forster had argued that Fielding's novel only came alive
with the more fully imagined characters of Parson Adams and Mrs.
Slipslop; Brewer finds that Forster's analysis "falls more than a little flat,"
suggesting instead that Fielding used Richardson's characters in order to
"import some of the luster of Pamelds newfound canonicity into the world
of Jos^h Andrews^ A character's perceived depth comes not from the
formal aspect of character delineation within a brilliant author's work but
from the life and use accorded to that character by its admiring reading
audience. Brewer implies (without saying so directly) that Forster's notion
of the "round character" postdates the crucial moment of character
migration; Forster's account would be aligned with the romantic propri
etary authorship that marks a decline for "imaginatve expansion."
The decline of the playful culture of imaginative expansion begins
with Richardson's controlling relationship with his correspon
dent/collaborators Richardson's ownership of his characters was
frustrated by the public coteries he set up for admiring correspondents
who were simultaneously encouraged and thwarted when they tried to
argue with Richardson about the characters in Pamela, Clarissa, and Sir
Charles Grandison. Sterne learned fromRichardson. He carefully controlled
what his readers should imagine (and visualize, or not visualize) about the
lives of his characters outside oi Tristram Shan^ and A Sentimental Joum^.
Signing many copies of his books was just one example of Sterne's
elevation of himself as the linchpin of a "club of true feelers" made up of
admiring readers of his works. These true feelers did not have the freedom
to imagine and reuse characters that earlier eighteenth-century audiences
used in thek attempts at imaginative expansion.
In the afterword. Brewer quotesJane Austen's family's account of her
"parental" kno wledge of the c haracters who people her novels: she
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"would, if asked, tell us many little particulars about the subsequent career
of some of her people In this traditionary way, we learned that Mss Steele
never succeeded in catching the Doctort that Kitty Bennet was satisfacto
rily married to a clergyman near Pemberley," etc Brewer argues that this
"parental" interest \ras proprietary, and that it signals the death of what he
calls "imaginative expansion,"which involves the use of characters outside
of their first, authorized appearance. Romantic authorship so this
narrative goes, put the writer as genius in the stead of characters: to enjoy
the novels of Austen orScott, the reader has to cede to the author all rights
to the characters, no matter if they are (usingForster's term again) "round"
characters drawn to help evoke a reader's sense of their full life beyond the
page.
The afterword brings us up to date with a discussion of "slash" fiction
and how it differs from character migration. (Contemporary "slash"
fiction tends to subvert the authorized and copyrighted aspects of
character by, for example, having Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock engage in
lovingly detailed sexual activity.) At the end. Brewer offers a short analysis
of The League ofExtraordinaty Gentlemen, a set of graphic novels (and now a
motion picture) that more playfully enter into the spirit of the imaginative
expansion that he as author, quite partially, has lauded. Brewer, perhaps
understandably, misses a realm of imaginative expansion that does not
involve sexual exploits: both amateur fan fiction and the large and growing
realm of the publishing world that involves sequels and adaptations of
classic English literature. Despite Austen's ownership of the lives of her
characters, numerous writers have provided sequels to her novels,
adaptations of their characters, uses of her characters in Regency mysteries
and romances, and so forth. With Austen's novels in the public domain,
the Hterary and movie making communities have used their characters for
many ends. And Austen is only one (if one of the most popular) examples
of the contemporary market for imaginative expansion. Furthermore
serial media such as television shows and movie sequences inherendy
involve imaginative expansion, and these media are historically linked to
the big serially published novels of the nineteenth century. I v^s not
convinced that the time period signaled in the tide neady contains the
"narrative" of the rise and fall of creative imaginative expansion that this
book presents
It is a shame that the afterword has to carry all of the research and
analysis for the 1770-1825 part of the period imder consideration. The
close reading of Scott's prefaces is welcome, as is the brief foray into
contemporary practice, but it's not enough, especially since the chapter on
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Steme presents a close reading of Tristram Shan^ rather than the archival
researdi of the previous chapters. This is a short book—^206 pages, not
including notes—and the author mi^t have productively and more
definitively focused ejcclusively on the period 1710 to 1760.
There is much to like in David Brewer's investigation of the reuse of
characters in the eighteenth century. The Afieriife of Character, 1726-1825
expresses its author's delight in the subject with its witty description of the
works it discusses and an intelligent, if limited, interpretation of the
evidence. I woxild have enjoyed and valued in addition a more encyclope
dic look at the various forms of "character migration" in eighteenthcentury literature, a book that might have been titled "The Afterlife of
Characters" in the plural. The stuff itself is so interesting that an account
of the actual archive (as opposed to Brewer's "fictional archive") would be
fascinating on its own, even without Brewer's erudite analysis. In the book
as we have it, comprehensire analysis gives way to an interpretive structure
that depends too much upon a small number of examples Nevertheless,
the terms upon which he makes his argument should be very useful for
critics thinking broadly about the issue of literary character as well as book
historians interested in the way eighteenth-century characters moved from
one book to another

John O'Brien, Hatlequin Britain: Pantomime and
Entertainment, 1690-1760. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2004. Pp. xxv + 274. $49.95.
Reviewed by Jones DeRitter, University of Scranton
John O'Brien's new book focuses on the pantomime afterpieces that were
a distinctive and popular feature of the eighteenth-century London stage.
Because very few scripts related to pantomime have survived, this is not
an easy task. Unlike Ids voluble and venerable cousin from the commedia
dell'arte, the British version of Harlequin was traditionally mute, so that the
few available scripts contain long stretches of activity improvised around
a loose sequence of stage directions. O'Brien carefully reviews what we
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can and cannot know about this phenomenon, and he weaves together the
limited information aAmilable on pantomime itself with firsthand reports,
periodical essays, antitheatrical pamphlets, conduct book% and mainpieces
that reflect in some way on the new form. The result is an innovative and
generally persuasive argument that makes a significant contribution to the
theater history of this period.
In his first four chapters, O'Brien describes a typical pantomime
performance and begins to explore the circumstances surrounding the new
fad. He suggests that from the time of the Collier controversy through the
first half of the eighteenth century, the English culture industry was
divided between those who believed that art should educate before (or at
least while) it amused, and those who could at least tolerate the notion of
entertainment for its own sake. Pantomime was condemned because it
seemed to rely entirely on stage business and special effects (as opposed,
inexacdy, to performances that were more focused on plot, charactei; and
language) in order to keep its audience interested. Many eighteenthcentury playwrights, critics, and other interested parties attacked the new
form because it appealed to the spectator's senses rather than to his or her
intellect.
Although pantomime was not established as a viable commercial
entertainment on the London stage until 1723, O'Brien's discussion begins
twenty-five years earlier^ with a review of the controversies surrounding
Jeremy Collier's Short View. At one point in that long screed. Collier had
misquoted a Roman source as condemning theater in general, and had
been answered in print by James Drake, who pointed out that the ordinal
source condemned only certain entertainments that were viewed purely as
diversions. According to Drake, the gist of the original statement was that
theater could justify itself by its ability to use spectacle to teach audiences
about vice and virtue. Low entertainments that provided spectacle without
accompanyingmoral arguments were not defensible, but then neitherwere
they considered to be legitimate theater Though it never got quite that fit,
the spat between Collier and Drake pointed toward the question of
whether any "mere entertainment" could really be hamJess.
By the end of the 1720s, there was a growing chorus of disapproval
directed at w^at was usually described as the empty spectacle of panto
mime. O'Brien ai^es that some playwrights and critics consciously tried
to reject even those elements of conventional drama that appealed
primarily to the senses: the plays of Joseph Addison, for example,
"programmaticaUy resist recourse to stage machinery and sensuality,
aspiring to the plane of the literary as an act of resistance to the materiality
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that the theater is always in danger of indulging to excess" (76). On the
other
Richard Steele is presented as more wiUing to use spectacle for
moral ends, as manifested by the famous scene in The Conscious Lovers in
which the two male protagonists nearly agcee to fight a duel.
At the center of his book, O'Brien includes an "Entr'acte" section
which speculates about the possibility that London audiences might hare
associated the black mask worn by Harlequin both with the notorious
Black Acts (and the poachinggangs they targeted) and with the increasing
number of African slaves living in Britain at this time. The second half of
this claim cannot really be regarded as settled: as O'Brien himself points
out, the big gest obstacle here is perhaps (as R oxann Wheeler's The
Complexion of Race: Categories of Difference in Eighteenth-Centuiy British Culture
[University of Pennsylvania Press, 2000] has shown) that skin color did not
"read" for early eighteenth-century Londoners in the same way that it
would for nineteenth- or twentieth-century Britons (or Americans).
Nevertheless, this part of the discussion does help to make the larger case
for the connections between pantomime and the serious ethical issues of
the day.
From the perspective of the more literary interests in the London
theater community, the refusal of the less intelligent members of the
theater audience to take an interest in more serious drama vas analogous
to the apathy of the general population regarding the South Sea Bubble or
(if one happened to be a Tory) to the susceptibility of the public to the
cheap theatrical tricks used by Robert Walpole to divert attention from his
latest misdeed. (At the same time, O'Brien suggests that pantomime
appealed to some audiences because its evident triviality provided some
relief from these acrimonious political struggles.) Belief in the monitory
function of adture seems to have been a necessary condition for the
development of the bourgeois public sphere in England, and over time,
many of the architects of that virtual space tried to reform or restrict any
activities that were perceived as tending in a different direction. In the
latter half of his book, O'Brien casts Samuel Richardson, George Lillo,
Henry Fielding, and David Gattick as architects of this sort.
The longest chapter in Harlequin Britain focuses on the efforts of
Richardson and Lillo to capture the hearts and minds of London appren
tices for the Whigs and the dty interest. The stakes here were fairly high;
if, as O'Brien suggests, the city apprentices constituted "the first example
of a youth culture in Europe" (142), their masters had much to gain from
a literature that valorized good work habits and warned against wasting
time on idle diversions. The centerpiece for this effort was LiUo's London
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Merchant, but O'Brien ties the larger effort to pantomime by noting
Richardson's denunciation of the genre in both the FamiliarLetters and The
Apprentice's Vade Mecum, z.t\d by tracing an obscure but plausible series of
connections suggesting that English audiences might have associated
Harlequin with the popular stereotype of the wayward apprentice
O'Brien's excellent analysis of liUo's tragedy emphasizes the play's
obsession with good and bad uses of the apprentice's leisure time, and
provides a new and persuasive explanation for the last-minute omission of
the scaffold scene that (since 1735) has frequently been included as an
appendix to the main text.
One quibble: although O'Brien accurately summarizes what Lillo and
his supporters were trying to do, the fact is that their efforts had only
mixed success during the first two decades after the play's premiere
Perhaps the most important holiday of the year for apprentices was the
Lord Mayor's Day (October 6). On that day, the theaters traditionally
offered plays that were expected to appeal particularly to the "city youth."
Between 1731 and 1740, The London Merchant ran only twice on the Lord
Mayor's Day, and in neither case was the experiment repeated the
following year. Meanwhile, Edward Ravenscroft's The London Cuckolds, a
farce which held city businessmen and their wives up to ridicule, was
shown on the Lord Mayor's Day throughout this period. Lillo and
Richardson clearly had definite ideas about how they hoped to reshape the
public sphere, but the young people themselves seem to have had other
ideas about what they would pay to see on their d^ off
In his discussion of Henry Fielding's period at the Haymarket in the
1730s, O'Brien notes that the primary targets of the playwright's satire
were pantomimeand Robert Walpole Critics like Aaron Hillgave Fielding
credit for developing new dramatic entertainments that might supplant
pantomime, and O'Brien argues that in these pieces, "Fielding deliberately
avoids the more objectionable components of pantomimic spectacles...,
eschewing dance^ special effects, and elaborate scenery at every turn" (195).
While Fielding's hostility to pantomime itself is obvious, the second half
of the claim seems dubious, because all of Fielding's irregular dramas
included both songs and dances and because the absence of special effects
and elaborate scenery might be explained by noting the smaller budget of
the Haymarket company in relation to those of Drury Lane and Covent
Garden. The discussion of Garrick's rolein domesticating pantomime (he
converted it to a special event associated with the Christmas holiday
season) is much more persuasive, if only because Garrick himself seems
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more likely to have carried out this kind of calculated and programmatic
reform than Fielding vrould have been in his younger days.
For at least thelast fifty years, the literary genre considered to be most
closely connected to the development of die English bourgeois public
sphere has been the novel. O'Brien's study demonstrates that the foimal
experiments that were characteristic of the London stage during this period
were also deeply involved in this process Over the long run, it would be
useful to bring a few other experimental stage genres (especially ballad
opera) into this discussion, but in the meantime, any student of the
eighteenth-century British cultural marketplace will find this study
provocative, engaging, and well worth the read.

¥

Lisa Zunshine, Bastards and Foundlings:Illegitimacyin
Eighteenth-Century England. Columbus: Ohio State
University Press, 2005. Pp.xii + 228. $44.95.
Reviewed byJohn O'Brien, University of Virginia
The "and" in the tide of Lisa Zunshine's Bastards and Foundlings performs
the work of scission rather than of union, directing our attention to the
distinction between these two categories of illegitimate birth as they were
represented in eighteenth-century English literature and culture. The
bastard: characteristically aggressive, sexually predatory, hungry for
recognition, charismatic^ typically male: think Richard Savage and Smol
lett's Peregrine Pickle. TTie foundling: virtuous, beleaguered, wanting
nothing more than to discover the truth of her identity, frequendy
rewarded with the discovery that she is in fact legitimate, typically female:
think Indiana in Richard Steele's TheConscious Lovers and Evelina in Frances
Bumey's novel. Bastards and foundlings, as Zunshine shows, proliferated
in eighteenth-century English literature, expressing the anxieties of a
culture where all the historical evidence indicates illegitimacy was rife, but
that also demanded legitimate birth for the purpose of the transmission of
property and thus for the projection of a coherent social persona. As
Zunshine says, demographershave called this "century of illegitimacy" (1),
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when illegitimate children proliferated to the point where infanticide
became a pressing social problem. While she draws upon the work of
historians and demographer^ Zunshine most typically calls upon the
evidence of eighteenth-centuiy literary texts, mostly novels and plays, to
trace a trajectory whereby the predatory bastard gives vray to the virtuous
foundling, containing the instability generated by the proliferation of
illegitimate persons by magically discovering legitimate identities. Zunshine's book underscores how central illegitimacy was to the culture, and
illustrates how deeply some of the central literary texts of the period are
embedded in the period's debates about infanticide legitimacy, and the
state's responsibility for rescuing children whose parents were unable or
unwilling to care for them.
No reader of eighteenth-century literature will be all that surprised to
be told that illegitimate children proliferated in the period's texts^ but it is
still bracing to see them brought before us all together in the pages of
Zunshine's book: Moll Flanders, Indiana, Tom Jones, Peregrine Pickle,
Humphry Clinker, Evelina, Harriet Smith (of Austen's Emma), not to
mention less familiar figures like Horatio firom Eliza Haywood's Tie
Fortunate Foundlings and Fidelia from Edward Moore's The Foundling (1748).
Zunshine analyzes the way that these characters represented aspects of the
period's anxieties about bastardy, from Moll Flanders's scandalously
explicit narrative of the life of a woman bom illegitimate who in turn has
illegitimate children of her own, to Austen's rearticulation of the foundling
narrative with Harriet Smith, whose marriage to Frank Churchill represents
middle-class virtues triumphing over the accident of unfortunate birth.
Zunshine's focus on illegitimacy as a master framework through which to
understand the works in which these characters appear is often insightful
and revealing, defamiliarizing well-known texts and introducing less well
known works that share her central examples' concern with birth, bastardy,
and property. She demonstrate^ for example, how Bumey's Evelina, in
prompting worry about the legitimacy of its heroin^ in a sense creates a
problem where none existed. By the time of the novel, an illegitimate
daughter was much less ofa concern in the aristocratic context from which
(we learn) Evelina was bom and to which she is destined than it had been
earlier in the centurj^ but for the middle-class readers to whom EveHna-vns
targeted, legitimacy remained an object of worry and fascination, which
helps explain its centrality as a theme in the novel. And Zunshine
demonstrates how Henry Fielding systematically crafted the character of
Tom Jones to thwart all the period's expectations about what a bastard
hero would be like. Comparing him to other similar illegitimate protagj-
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nists of mid-centuty like Richard Savage's self-mythologizing figure of "the
Bastard," and Smollett's Peregine Pickle and Humphry Clinker, Zunshine
shows that Tom's lack of excessiveness, his sheer ordinariness is designed
to demythologtze the figure of the illegitimate child, to strip it of glamout
Interestingly, Zunshine argues that the novel was able to explore the
personal and familial consequences of bastarcfy far more richly than the
period's drama; its expansivecanvas provided the space to include multiple
generations of extended families and enabled writers to include many
stories of inheritance and genealogy, legitimate and illegitimate alike.
The backdrop for all of the stories to which Zunshine attends is the
London Foundling Hospital, founded by Thomas Coram as a charitable
corporation in 1739. Coram's corporation was intended to counter the
problem of infanticide by providinga home for illegitimate children. Even
before the Foundling Hospital had opened, its existence was called for by,
for example, Defoe, whose Moll Flanders Zunshine reads as a work of
propaganda for institutionalizing the nation's care of foundling children,
with M oil herself as exhibit A. Her adventures and misadv entures
evidence the need for the nation to take more aggressive and collectivizing
steps to address the social problem of illegitimate children. Zunshine reads
Defoe's novel credibly as a call for England to establish the same kind of
"House of Orphans" that had been established in France. Zunshine
successfully demonstrates how intense and pervasive the anxieties about
infanticide and illegitimacy were in the period, how importandy the
Foundling Hospital resonated in the culture's imagination, and how deeply
questions of illegitimacy pervaded literary institutions.
Where Zunshine is less successful is in her integration of historical
and literary frameworks, or, perhaps better; on providing a theoretical
model that would motivate her interweaving of historical and literary
evidence. She describes the relationship between text and context as that
of "cross-weaving" or a "dialogue" between history and literature, and her
book offers plentiful local insights that help explain otherwise puzzling
aspects of literary texts ot, conversely, that suggest how plays and novels
contributed to the public discourse about infanticide and illegitimacy. But
several different orders of history seem to be at play in this book at various
points, and it is not always easy to see what motivates Zunshine to invoke
each when she does. Several chapters, for instance have recourse to
biographical detail about authors. Thus Zunshine suggests that some
aspects of the foundling plot of Richard Steele's The Consdoushovers(yi22)
reflects his disappointment at his failure to marry his own illegitimate
daughter to Richard Savage in 1719. Or; later, she posits that Richardson's
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referring to Moore's The Foundling in Clarissa (where Lovelace invokes it
obliquely, alluding to the critical complaint that Moore's play was too close
a copy of TheConscious Lovers) is indebted to their growing friendship in the
late 1740s. Such anecdotes are true and interesting, but they do not
contribute to an overall argument about history of illegitimacy, nor do they
seem to Ht into any more general model of the way that texts are informed
by contexts. Elsewhere, Zunshine invokes literary precedent and context,
as where she demonstrates how eccentric—^in his normalcy—Fielding's
Tom Jones would have appeared to readers accustomed to much more
extravagant bastard heroes. Finally, her book makes its broadest appeals
to national history; the evidence here is all British, and the problems of
infanticide and of illegitimacy that the book takes up is understood in its
dimensions as a national issu^ indeed a "touchstone of national selfdefinition" as Britons compared their own efforts with those of other
European states.
What's hard to discern is what motivates Zunshine to give priority to
any one of these frames at a given moment, and thus what her broader
model of the relationship between the historical and the literary looks like.
For this reason, it is harder than it needs to be to imaginehow her claims
and insights might be extended to other plays and novels featuring
illegitimate children. And the book's relationship between literature and
history seems underdetermined. Zunshine's interdisciplinary ambitions
enable it to use history to expose otherwise underappreciated aspects of
imaginative writings, but it is less clear exacdy where its contribution to
other domains might be located. But while it might frustrate historians or
demographers looking for master narratives or hard data. Bastards and
Foundlings will enlighten readers of the period's literature, exposing new
facets of familiar texts, bringing less familiar works into dialogue with
them, and, most importantly, restoring the urgency with which eighteenth
century authors and readers attended to plots about biith and descent.
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Janine Barchas, Graphic Design, Print Culture, and the
Eighteenth-Century Novel. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2003. Pp. xvi + 296. 92 figures. $85.00.
Reviewed by Timothy Erwin, University of Nevada, Las
Vegas
One of the satisfactions of reading the novels of Jane Austen is her highminded defense of reading novels. Not only are most of her characters
great readers; their taste in books often foretells whether they will behave
well or foolishly. Harriet Smith and Catherine Morland are both fans of
Ann Radcliffe, for instance Their preference for the gothic novel serves
as shorthand for some of the questionable choices theylater make in Emma
and NorthangerAbh^. When Harriet's intended Robert Martin is revealed
to be a reader of The Vicar of Wakefield, on the other hand, his familiarity
with Goldsmith may be understood as a sign of good-heartedness and
perseverance. It is a sign that should give us pause, in other words, and
Emma somehow misses it. With Austen we enter into an academy of taste
where a discrirnmating knowledge of the better fiction of the day becomes
a reliable index of moral character That knowledge includes an ability to
parse typography gained in part through acts of private communication,
where the dash is by far the most personal and expressre of punctuation
marks. Inveterate letter writers, Austen's heroines hold their male
correspondents to a high standard of epistolary expression. For Darcy and
Wentworth alike, writing a sincere and articulate letter is the last hur^e to
be vaulted on the way to the altar. The ability was believed to be a
womanly achievement belonging more to the private than to the public
sphere Or as Henry Tilney teasingly says to Catherine Morland; "Every
body allows that the talent of writing agreeable letters is particularly
female" "The usual style of letter-writing among women is faultless,
except in three particulars...a general deficiency of subject, a total
inattention to stops, and a frequent ignorance of grammar." He gets a
spirited rise from Catherine before quickly conceding that "in every power,
of which taste is the foundation, excellence is pretty fairly divided between
the sexes" (fiorthanger Ahhg and Persuasion [1933] in The Novels of Jane
Austen, ed. R W Chapman, 6 vols. [Clarendon Press, 1932-72], 5: 27).
In her fine, prize-winning book, Janine Barchas argues that many of
the typographicd practices of eighteenth-century print culture have
become invisible to readers today. Or in the words of the author;
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"standard editorial practice" during the intervening centuries has
"systematically eradicated innovations" in "graphic design" (6) pioneered
during the Enlightenment. From this promising point of departure, an
argument tracks several different paratextual features for what they might
yet say to interpretive history. The opening chapters take up the frontis
piece portrait illustration in Eliza Haywood, Henry Fielding, and Daniel
Defoe, and the title-page and chapter heading in Defoe^ Samuel Richard
son, Tobias Smollett, and Sarah Fielding. Both chapters consider their
respective features as diachronicconventions, so that frontispieceportraits
begin as what Barchas calls "caste labels of authority" (21) only to become
"marketing gimmicks" (37) subject to parody, while the title-page
entertains the generic flux of novelistic nomenclature until loosely affixing
the term "histor/' with Richardson's Clarissa (1748). The chapter that has
attracted most attention, some of it controversial, is devoted to the
punctuation of Sarah Fielding's DavidSimple (1744). The text of the novel
that has come down to us is the second edition, in some sense sponsored
and edited by her brother Henry, and also supplied by him with a brief
preface. In between the publication of the first two editions, an imknown
editorial hand that may or may not have belonged to Henry Fielding
excised some 700 dashes, silencing a visual-verbal dimension of the text at
the very moment when the novd might have most to say, according to
Barchas. The author perhaps makes more of her hypothetical rationale for
these emendations than is reasonable, claiming that Henry Fielding
"painstakingly removes" (155) the "visual crescendo" (165) of the novel,
neither of which seems accurate. While sexual politics are at work
here—someone clearly tailored a feminine typography to appear more
masculine—the author presents no evidence that Sarah's brother had
anything to do with what was traditionally a compositor's function, nor
that Sarah Fielding objecte d to it (see Thomas K eymer, "K eep the
Clutter," TimesUteraty Supplement,12 December 2003: 30). One wonders
what the author would have to say more generally about the period
phenomenology of gendered typography in the feminine form of the novel.
Also, the presence of a typographical flourish such as the em-rule
should probably be termed visual only in the absence of a better synonym
(otgraphic. In both editionsSarah Fielding's apologue reveals a deep visual
streak. David Simple allegorizes personal reputation as painting through the
opposed characters Splatter and Varnish, one of whom slanders other
people while the other glosses over their faults. My senseis that the word
visual best applies to the thematic dimension of narrative, next to book
illustration, and only after that to typography, although even elaborate
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punctuation may well inflect a visual dimension. Stetne often uses the
medium of the dash or em-rule, for example, to point an anti-visualstance.
In Tristram Shandj, an early mock-dedication parodies what Sterne later in
the novel calls "the cant of criticism" (Florida Edition oftheWorks of Laurence
Sterne: The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, eds. Melvyn New and Joan
New, 3 vols. [University of Florida Press, 1978], 1: 214, and dted once
more in the text). More precisely, his target here is the aristocratic
discourse of taste and the pretended disinterestedness, in a commercial
senses of the formal analogy of the arts. The paragraph is offered as a
comic defense of the author's dedication to a nobleman, just as if the
author were a painter and the dedication a portrait of the patron—which
in a metaphorical sense, of course, it is. The paragraph is structured as a
mock-balance of the painters a la the French colorist Roger de Piles.
Sterne lists the evaluative categories of design, composition, coloring, and
expression, categories inherited from the formal sister-arts analogy of the
previous century (and before that, much more loosely, from classical
rhetoric) as if pointing out for his patron's appreciation the artfulness of
his portrait. Along the way he awards himself rather low marks in each
category, marks that in fact decline as he goes along—12 for outlining the
figures, 9 for the composition of the whole, and only 6 for the coloring—asifhewereadmittedlyproceedinginaslapdashmanner Indeedthe
highest mark he awards himself a 19 out of 20 for the thrice-repeated
word design, depends on a pun that Steme first signals with italics and then
spells out. The vaunted design of our author finally signifies not so much
the outline and arrangement of the noble portrait-dedication he has
painted, nor even his metaphorical participation in an outmoded
connoisseurship but rather a wholly understandable intention to profit by
the exchange. like a hand slippinginto someone else's pocket, the word
design slides almost unnoticed away from form and towards intention. The
1-em dashes separating the abstract categories represent the time it takes
for the author to gesture politely toward their concrete deployment in the
portrait and for the patron to take them in, and the 2-em dash introducing
the last clause of the paragraph, "and beside^ there is an air of originality
in the tout ensembli' (1:16), justifies the commercial sensibility the implied
author reveals. In effect the paragraph appropriates the amour-propre that
the aristocratic patron invests in his portrait to mercantile self-interest.
How would we read such a wryly disruptive passage if unusual typography
rather than a substantive thematic dimension \vere ipso facto visual?
Of Barchas's other chapters, the two on Richardson's Clarissa are to
my mind the best. In terms borrowed from Gerard Genette, a narratolo-
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gist used to good effect, Barchas addresses the ways that particular forms
of period immanence since lost to interpretation by allographic reproduc
tion may be recovered. In the chapter on a poem and accompanying
musical score that Richardson tipped into several editions of Clarissa,
Elizabeth Carter's Ode to Wisdom, Barchas takes up the phenomenological
implication of the musical score as performance. The boxes-withinChinese-boxes aspect of the inteipolated song, its "three-dimensional"
aspect (94), clearly fascinates her
Richardson's musical page reminds the reader that, although the
new "species" of writing stimulates private reading and fosters
an increasingly sequestered, even passive, audience, it nonethe
less remains the kind of text whidi can be communally shared
and enacted. The musical score thus calls attention to the act of
reading itself (98)
Richardson embeds the allographic ode within the autographic fiction of
a letter written by Clarissa and sent to Anna Howe, creating what Genette
would call a plural immanence to be transcended in readerly performance.
The poem and score share a double valence, pointing back toward the
umquely private and personal moment of composition and forward to the
public dimension of interpretation. Then as now the communal perfor
mance of such an object necessarily remains an ideal, but the interpretive
solidarity of the community that creates such an ideal is real. In an
interpretive excursus that one wishes longer, Barchas is eloquent on the
related metaphor of Clarissa as caged songbird and on the threat that
Lovelace poses throughout the narrative to the voicing of her music. Who
would not want such an involved community of performance to be heard,
to resound, and to be remembered among the readers of Richardson.'
In a second chapter on die novel Barchas also pays interesting
attention to Richardson's use of printer's ornaments. She argues not only
that the individual jleuron has a multiplex mimetic function in Clarissa, but
that in the third edition of 1751 Richardson assigns various devices as
"miniature icons of the characters in whose letters they appear" (148). It
is high tribute to the scrupulous attention of the author that we find the
printer even plausibly capable of such arcane identificationa As an
interpretation, I have to add, it also raises a problem of interpretive
symmetry. Malcolm Parke observes in his exhaustive and authoritative
'Pause and Effect (modestly subtitied^» Introduction to the History ofPunctuation
in the West [University of California Press, 1993]), speaking of what he calls
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the "disciplined flexibility" of Sterne, that elocutionary punctuation was an
important tool for early British novelists. Punctuating writing as if it were
speech would play a large role in what Parke also calls "the pragmatics of
the written manifestation of language" (92). A textual pragmatics based in
the
horizon of reading need not require factual conclusions of its
researches so long as the conclusions that are reached are frankly presented
as speculative, interpretive, or theoreticaL In a valuable essay called "The
Aims and Uses of Textual Studies,'" Robert D. Hume urges that textual
studies be treated as both a contextual and interpretive enterprise (PBSA
99,2 [2005]: 197-230). Hume points to the deft uses of sociology in the
work of DL F. McKenzie and to historically informed editions like Susan
James's PoMcal Writings of Margaret Cavendish in the Cambridge Texts in
the History of Political Thought series (Cambridge University Press, 2003)
as successful and sophisticated examples (227, ns. 59, 60). If we were to
abstract a single credo from his essay, it might read "We need a lot more
historicization of the multiple contexts that are part of the territory
belonging to textual studies" (230). The credo asks the scholar to try to
work ecumenical magic—flashes of which are on brilliantdisplay here—^in
derivingacritiqueofassociationismfromSteme's squiggles, theineffability
of sentiment from Sarah Fielding's dashes, or an idea of community from
Richardson's devices

Brian Hanley, Samuel Johnson as Book Reviewer: A
Duty to Examine the Labors of the Learned. Newark:
University of Delaware Press, 2001. Pp. 293. $43.50
Reviewed by John L. Mahoney, Boston College
Just when the range of Johnsonian scholarship seems rich and full, along
comes a superior new study of Samuel Johnson as a book reviewer.
Scholars and even more general students of eighteenth-century literature
know the stunning work that has been done on Johnson's biographies,
letters, moral essays, cdnasta,\iisgte3X.DictionaiyoftheEnglishlMnguage,and
other endeavors. And even though several notable works have noted
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Johnson's reviewing, Brian Hanley in this new book has taken on the
formidable task of researching and studying with both rigor and insight the
book-reviewingJohnson. While this activity may seem like a minor and
routine activity of the great Doctor's careei; Hanley's work not only adds
fresh insights into his vision of literature^ its purpose and effects, but also
views them against larger historical, political, religiousi, and literary
backgrounds. For this reviewer it seems fair to say that we now have the
definitive work on the subject.
Johnson, who gave his name to the eighteenth-century literary world
for his enormous body of writing, dictionary-making, and editing, doesn't
seem like a book-reviewer. He was riather an occasionalpractitioner of that
trade. His major efforts—^in the Literary Magazine—extended for only a
little more than a year although he did review elsewhere, notably in the
Gentleman's Ma^yineaxidi the Critical Review. One of the great advantages of
Hanley's work, especially in his introduction and first chapter; even before
he begins the task of ad^essing specific reviews, is the setting of the larger
historical and social contexts of the marketplace in which mid-eighteenth
century writers worked. It was a time of much hack writing, dubious
patronage, and misleading promotion and advertising, and relatively little
concern with moral or ethical issues. In the midst of such a worldJohnson
remained true to a lifelong integrity and a respect for author^ books, and
readers. He knew—^witness his moving life of Richard Savage—^how
difficult and discouraging a writing life could be. He himself labored for
Edward Cave's Gentleman'sMagmyne from 1738 to 1740 and on his great
Dictionary from 1746 to 1755.
With this experience he nevertheless developed a code of critical
behavior elegandy described byHanley at several points in what could have
easily become a mere catalogue of books. In a time of trendy expression
and gimmicry, Johnson, he says, held out a high standard for writers and
chose "to ignore the coundess tides produced by patendy incompetent
authors" (42). For him a patron held a tide of honor reserved not for the
self-promotei; but for an advocate and protector And he held fast to the
moral ideals of the Rambler, a concern with persisting truths rooted in the
human situation. It's fair to say, Hanleycontends, that his reviewing creed,
as described in the first issue of the Literary Magsyine, was to "hasten the
popularity of a valuable work" (41). The reviewer must be of service to his
readers, helpingthem to "see beyond their prejudices and received opinion
on literary matters, and to make sound judgments of newly published
books" (56). At the same time he was sharply critical of journals like the
Monthly axiA Criticalretailed themselves as supreme judges of merit
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and dispensers of reputation" and ultimately"contributed to the wretched
ness of contemporary letters" (52). He was wary of "the vanity of
attempting authoritative judgments on contemporaneous works" (5Q,
always stressing the power of reception by the general reader:
Hanley nicely divides the topics ofJohnson's reviews in chapters that
follow, helpfully introducing the book in question and listing other
contemporary critics reviewing the same book. Johnson avoided, with few
exceptions, reviewing books on theology and speculative philosophy. And,
more often than not, he hedges his judgments, leaving final decisions to
history. He paid special attention to "authorial intent" (65) and believed
firmly in using extracts from a book as a way of engaging the attention of
readers.
Hanley's second chapter focuses on Johnson as a "Reviewer of
Historical, Literary, and Philosophical Titles in the UUrary Magat^ne"
Included are his reviews of both volumes of Thomas Birch's Histo^ of the
Royal Society of London, Thomas Browne's Christian Morals, Charlotte
Lennox's translation of Memoirs of Maximilian De Bethune, Duke of Scilty,
Prime Minister to Henry the Great. Hanley uses Johnson's review of James
Hampton's GeneralHistory ofPotyhius7& one of his "most appreciative" and
as an example of "his well-known views on the primacy of popular
judgment" (86—87). Likewise the review of Thomas Blackwell's Memoirs
ofthe Court ofAugustus serves as a reminderof the "danger of authorial selfdelusion" (101).
Hanley calls special attention to several reviews. First is Johnson's
notice of Joseph Warton's Essay on the Writings and Genius of Pope, "itself a
work of art," a book also reviewed poorly by Tobias Smollett for the
Critical Review. Few admired Alexander Pope more than Johnson, but the
poet was not to be admitted to his Pantheon, yet again Johnson stayed true
to his code, regarding Warton's Eascty as worthy of praise for its high moral
purpose And there is an important review of Isaac Newton's Four
Letters...to Doctor Bentlty, Containing Some Arguments in Proof of a De
ity—especially interesting as we think of our contemporary evolutionintelligent design debates. Hanley finds Johnson infusing into the letters
"a measure of ^ama that they do not necessarily possess in order to make
a case for a religion-centered explanation for the origins of the universe"
(103).
Among Johnson's most celebrated—and most sharply nega
tive—^reviews analyzed Soame Jenyns A Free Inquiry into the Nature and
Origin of Evil. Jenyns, a major figure in the political and social establish
ment of his time and a Parliamentarian of note, was devoted to the facile
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optimism of Pope's Essc^ on Man and Voltaire's Candide. Johnson, says
Hanley, was "morally offended" by the argument of the Inquiiy and his
review "could easily serve as the cornerstone for one of Johnson's Ambler
ot Adventurer
on the evils of self-decqjtion" (121).
The third chapter views Johnson as "Reviewer of Journalistic
Publications;, Fugitive Pieces, and Books on PubUc Affairs in the Literary
Magte^ine" Johnson sees these varied materials as "indispensable vessels
of information in a society made up of self-governing citizens...even as
they prove to be important, if at times unjustly ignored, historical artifacts"
(125). He wanted readers, regardless of buying the actual books, to
"acquire a sound understanding of various controversies of the day so that
they can reach inteUigent decisions about matters on their own" (126).
Among books reviewed are Arthur Murphy's The Grays-Inn Journal and
David Mallet's The Conduct of the Ministry Impartially Examined. Mallet's
book, centering on the celebrated Byng affah^ is for Hanley a notable
example of "Johnson's courage and independence of mind, in particular his
willingness to use the book review as a forum for protesting political
wrongdoing" (129). Most interesting is Johnson's dual review of John
Douglas's Six Litters from Archibald Bower to Father Sheldon, Provincial of the
Jesuits in England and Archibald Bower's Affidavit, in Answer to the False
Accusation Brought against him ty the Papists. Bower, a controversial
eighteenth-century figure, educated by the Jesuits in Rome, left Eng
land—and the Church—appalled by the cruelty of the Inquisition and by
church doctrine Douglas exposes Bower as a Catholic who had turned a
profit from his apostacy. Johnson takes no sides in this difficult reviewing
assignment, content to present both sides of a major complicated public
issue
Hanley's fourth chapter presents Johnson in the Literary Magasfne
reviewing "Works in the Physical, Practical, and Natural Sciencea" He is
greatly impressed by Johnson's wide-ranging knowledge of subjects as
varied as bleaching, botany, and electricity and more as he reviews Charles
Lucas's Esscy on Waters, taking issue with Smollett's treatment of Lucas as
a plagiarist and a figure of fun and without "public-spiritedness and moral
courage" (170). Johnson is clearly a defender of scientists against what he
judges to be unfair attacks. In his review of William Borlase's Observations
on the Ancient and Present State of the Island ofScilly he again takes issue with
Smollett, this time on Smollett's charge Aat the work was dull. And he
cites specific sections of the text that mark Borlase's "achievement as a
natural historian" (192).
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Hanley's fifth chapter presentsJohnson as occasional reviewer in the
Gentleman's Maga:zine and the Critical Reviemof imaginative as well as critical
literature. He notes the straightforwardness of the commentary with the
ring of the modem book review. Johnson writes favorably on John
Hawkesworth's Oroonoko as well as on George Graham's Telemachus, A.
Mask. One of his last reviews was one of praise for his long admired
friend Oliver Goldsmith's The Traveller, or a Vrospect of Sodety 'm December
of 1764. Hanley's final chapter is an engaging one as he moves beyond his
account of journal reviewing to consider Johnson's comments on books
in his moral essays the Rambler and the Idler. He calls attention to John
son's wide-ranging humanism and moral concern, criticizing Smollett's
Roderick Random and Henry Fielding's Tom Jones, and praising Thomas
Otwa/s Venice Preserv'dwhile having little patience with Otwa/s personal
licentiousness.
This is an important book for all those interested in the literary world
of the e^hteenth century. Brian Hanley's scholarship is impeccable as he
brings to lifeJohnson's learning and love of the book.

James A. Rawley,
Metropolis of the Slave
Trade. University of Missouri Press, 2003. Pp. xvii +192.
$44.95
Reviewed by Srividhya Swaminathan, Long Island
University
James Rawley mixes detailed economic history with biographical sketches
in this collection of essays spanning three decades of his scholarship
Designed to complement The Transatlantic Slave Trade: A Histo^ (Norton,
1981), this book analyzes more recent data and incorporates some new
evidence to provide a more detailed view of the operations and actors
involved in the "triangle trade." Though aU but three have been previously
published, these essays provide a range of perspectives on the influence of
London during the height of the slave trade and the repercussions of
British slaving across the Adantic on the newly formed United States. As
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the foreword by David Eltis indicates, Rawle/s extensive research "singlehandedly revealed the extent and nature of slave trading in the BWtish
capital" (xii). Carefully researched and well-documented, this collection
intersperses economic analyses with in-depth character studies of
prominent figures involved in the British trade. The city of London
provides an organizing principle as several of the essays deal with revaluing
London both as an active slaving port and as an integral componentin the
pro-slavery lobby against abolition of the slave trade. The variety of essays
will appeal to specialists, scholars in general, and students of this period,
with the biographical sketches having excellent potential to be used in
university classes.
The book consists of ten essays—seven previously published and
three new considerations of the Transatlantic slave trade. Rawley opens
and closes with a survey of the Transatlantic slave trade and Britain's rising
prominence in facilitating the trade. He includes four character sketches
of prominent London merchants who profited from the slave
trade—^Humphry Morice, Richard Harris, Archibald Dalzel, and a former
slave trader who became active in the abolitionist movement (John
Newton). The essays also focus on American participation in the slave
trade in both the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries through studies of
Henry Laurens, a South Carolina trader; and Captain Nathamel Gordon,
an American executed for illegal slaving activities. Most of the essays deal
with trading during the eighteenth century leading up to the abolitionist
movement. Rawley provides a more balanced perspective by also including
an analysis of the strong (and often undervalued) opposition to abolition
mounted by London traders and merchants. The essay on Nathaniel
Gordon extends the scope of this book to the nineteenth century and
American efforts to enforce abolition of the slave trade. As his previous
essays have been reprinted with limited revision, this review will focus on
the original pieces in print for the first time
The first chaptei; "The Transatlantic Slave Trade; A Survey,"
provides an overview of European involvement in the African trade with
a particular focus on Britain. As with most overviews, the author has
simplified the reasons for European interest in African labor (thatis, desire
for goods, competing empires, and "white racism"); however, the
discussion of British slaving interests has mote substance The clash
between "free traders" and theestablished though struggling Royal African
Company neatly orients both non-historians and young scholars to the
"bilateral and triangular" nature of the trade as well as the prominence of
London as a major slaving port. The focus of Rawle/s early scholarship
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is to counter rlaims that London dimiiiished in importance as a slave port
in the later eighteenth century, giving way to Liverpool and Bristol. The
first essay supports this claim, while the second essay, "The Port of
London and the Eighteenth-Century Slave Trade: Historian^ Sources, and
a Reappraisal," introduces fresh evidence valuing London's continued
prominence as an active slave trading port Since its original publication
in 1980, Rawley's evidence for the city's continued involvement in the slave
trade beyond the first three decades of the eighteenth century has been
expanded by the work of other scholars. Quoting the work of Phillip D.
Curtin, RicWd B. Sheridan, David Richardson, David Eltis, and TransAtlantic Slave Trade: A Database on CD-ROM (Cambridge University Pres^
1999), Rawley adjusts his estimates for London slaving activity. These new
estimates prove with greater authority that "published sources have been
inadequate in documenting the trade" and that London vies with Bristol
to the end of the century as second lar^st slave trading port (38).
Taking on the "transadantic" nature of the trade, Rawley includes two
new biographical sketches of slave traders, Henry Laurens of South
Carolina and John Newton of London. Both Laurens and Newton
disavowed the slave trade after long and active careers. In the case of
Laurens, the South Carolina trader becamean abolitionist and an American
Revolutionary, thereby perpetuating certain myths "pinningresponsibility
of the institution of slavery upon the English instead of the colonials" (84).
Rawley quotes scholarship on the origins of slavery in South Carolina and
the convenient dismissal of responsibility by revolutionaries. Laurens's
papers provide an important case study of "dubious antislavery sentiment"
that "promoted the schism in the Atlantic empire" (97). A more sympa
thetic and perhaps more genuine abolitionist figure is John Newton.
Rawley focuses on Newton's early career as a trader to his religious
awakening and unconventional entry into Anglican Church hierarchy.
Newton's singular range of experience as captive of the black mistress of
a trader named Clow, sailor on numerous trading vessels, and trader
captain led him to appreciate fully the iniquity of the trade after his
religious conversion. His evangelical bent contributed the well-known
hymn "Ama2ing Grace" and a highly detailed autobiography to the efforts
of London aboUtionista Because of his unusual longevity, Newton lived
to see the passage of the abolitionist bill.
While Rawley's essays offer little new information on the slave trade,
they do provide a useful collection of teaching tools that would enrich any
undergraduate course in slavery. Scholars of slavery may find the
information a bit dated as most of Rawley's sources are from the eighties;
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however, the succinct review of scholarship is a convenient reference He
also makes good use of the new database on the slave trade edited by
David Eltis, Stephen Behrendt, David Richardson, and Herbert Klein.
London, Metropolisof the Slave Trade offers not only a specialist's overview of
three decades of research but also a retrospective of evolving scholarship
on the slave trade.

*

Alok Yadav, Before the Empire of English: Uterature,
Provinciality, and Nationalism in Eighteenth-Century
Britain. New York: Palgrave, 2004. Pp. viii + 231.
$65.00.
Reviewed by David H. Radcliffe, Virginia Tech Univer
sity
This ambitious book presents eighteenth-century British literature as a
struggling enterprise speaking from the margins of a broader European
context. Rather than thinking in terms of a British Empire as yet barely
established, Alok Yadav argues, British literature really ought to be
considered in the context of the empire which mattered at the time, that
of France. French literature provided Britons with a model of what to
strive for in the republic of letters, but also a model to strive against if
there was to be an "Empire of English." The attempt to place British
literature on the map was fraught with difficulty: "claims to cultural
preeminence on behalf of British literay culture were more doubtful and
anxious across the eighteenth century than scholars have generally
realized" (18). It is the unusual study that casts English literature as the
underdog in the struggle for cultural dominance. The strength and
originality of Yadav's study derives fromits unwaveringattention to literary
geography, both the physical geography of global empire and the imagined
geography of the international "republic of letters" within which cultural
nationalism took rise as "provincial" literatures strove for metropolitan
status.
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The backdrop to these events was the seventeenth-century substitu
tion of French for Latin as Europe's international language. This "lingua
franca" had threatening implications for nations such as England where
writers ambitious for international reputation had long struggled with the
issue of whether or not to write in their natire tongue. If Latin composi
tion lingered on in Britain longer than Yadav allows (especially in British
universities and among coteries disaffected with Whiggism), he is surely
correct in insistingupon thedominance of the French language throughout
Europe and the comparative weakness of English, spoken by very few
outside Britain and its colonies. It is salutary to be reminded that Voltaire
belatedly "discovered" English literature in Letters concerning the English
Nation (1733) and that well into the nineteenth century English literature
was being consumed outside of Britain chiefly in French translation. The
situation of eighteenth-century British writers was indeed very like writers
around the world today who must write in English, or be translated into
English, if they are to enjcy an international reputation.
Provincial status had profound and subtle consequences for British
literature even when intended for home consumption. Because much of
the literary agenda was coming from overseas, those writing in English for
English readers could not help but be in volved with sta ndards and
expectations derived from the wider context. Even where France goes
unmentioned, it is often the subtext for chest-thumping celebrations of
British literary ambitionsand prowess. Yadav explores the implications of
this state of affairs in three extended essays, "The Progress of English,"
"The Republic of Letters," and "National Differences and National
Autonomy."
The first chapter, addressing the error of reading the future of English
into its past, opens with a discussion of how the "progress of refinement"
topic in Augustan writiag sought to liberate the English tongue from
provincial rusticity by remodeling it in emulation of the metropolitan
standard previously established in France. Such discussions took a new
turn after the acquisition of empire in the 1760s, when writers began to
express the hope that English would becomea (the) world language, again
in emulation of France. A concluding section takes up the domestic
implications of this project, which entailed subordinating "provincial"
British languages and cultures to metropolitan standards set ly a London
re-envisioned as a seat of a global empire Yadav argues persuasively that
"the interplay of thecultural pressures and opportunities offered by the local
British, the European, and the wider imperial contexts is crucial to any full
account of thechanging self-understandingof theEnglish-language writers
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in our period" (53). But he tends to conflate English views and Whig
views; in the preface to his Dictionary,Samuel Johnson looks for standards
not to contemporary London usage but to Latin and Elizabethan
precedent Yet given Johnson's objections to the creeping influence of
Frendi, he is an exception proving the rule.
The central chapter on the republic of letters takes onjiirgen Habermas and his followers, developing an alternative paradigm in which "the
world" occupies the place commonly given to "the state." There is much
dialectical maneuvering as Yadav makes his case that "vernacular literary
cultures operate in relation to a wider European republic of letters, rather
than in self-sufficient isolationas autonomous wholes in their ovn right"
(75). This entailed a "dynamic rivalry amongst various vernaculars for
metropolitan status, a dynamic contest to determine status differentials
between 'major' and 'minor' langua^s" (91). There is no small difficulty
defining "the" republic of letters given varying characterizations and
differing concrete instantiations of it at the time Yet the heuristic model
Yadav develops is plainly useful for teasing out geopolitical implications.
There were no end of inconsistencies (speech in London or Edinburgh
naight be regarded as either metropolitan or provincial depending on the
frame of reference; attempts were made, especially in France, to identify
the republic of letters wiA the state; while professedly "universal," the
republic was in various ways exclusive). But this is only what one would
expect in a complexand dynamic system driven by a passion for emulation.
The concluding chapter, which takes up the status of nationalism
across the long eighteenth century, argues that critics who identify
Augustan literature with a poetics of universality are sadly mistaken; the
dynamics of emulation within a "universal" republic of letters guaranteed
that national differences would be valorized in a system based on proximity
to a metropolitan. While he finds plenty of evidence for this, I believe
Yadak misses an important distinction when he back-dates cultural
nationalism to the seventeenth century. To be sur^ writers were a\rare of
national and provincial distinctions and sometimes made much of them,
but so long as literary humanism survived, manners were regarded
philosophically as secondary characteristics. This began to change as
literary humanism was displaced by cultural discourse, a turn of events
originating chiefly in Scotland and Germany (nations that get little
attention in a book chiefly concerned with France and Englan<^.
Yadav follows modem usage in treating "culture" and "civilization"
as synonyms (writing "culture" where eighteenth-century critics would use
"civilization"). But there is a distinction to be made between civilization.
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implying a transnational and metropolitan standard, and culture, implying
a local, ethnic, or provincial standard. This distinction reinforces the point
Yadav tries to make; "civilization" is a comparative notion imbued wiA the
idea of emulation while "culture" is typically used in just the non-relative,
self-referential way he objects to in conventional treatments of literary
history. Augustan writers were certainly "relativists" when they positioned
themselves spatiallyand temporallywithin a contentious republic of letters,
but they were precisely not cultural relativists, believing as they did in
metropolitan standards of csilized discourse
It stands to reason that there would be a transitional stage between
Latin humanism with its cotnmitment to transnational and transhistorical
norms and cultural nationalism with its commitment to locality and
historicity. Yadav finds very early instances of key concepts in cultural
discourse such as "genius" and "spirit" applied to national characteristics.
But seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century writers, even assuming they
had the notion, still lacked the means of articulating the holistic assimila
tion of peculiar manner^ landscape, sexual psychology, clothing, culinary
choices, and cultic beliefs that really begins with the Ossian poems. Before
the 'Empire of English does help one to see why full-blown cultural discourse
would take hold where and when it did, not in Paris or London, but on the
margins. Becoming "metropolitan" was never really an option for most
European nations, where the only alternatives to the provincial status
imposed by the lingua franca were to cling to Latin humanism or valorize
their own "oudandish" ways. By the end of the century the Goths were on
the move.
A bald summary cannot do justice to the nuances of analysis and
interpretation in a book that takes postcolonial criticism in genuinely
original directions. The argument deserves to be developed in the longer
format necessary for pursuing the geographical approach (like taking scale
into account; it matters that the literary republic in France was vastly larger
than in England, where it was vasdy larger than in Scodand, Ireland, or
America), exploring local variations and exceptions, and developing the
evidence around sustained case studies rather than accumulations of
anecdote and quotation. But much has been accomplished: having been
prepared to give geography its due, readers of this book will see
eighteenth-century literature in a new and revealing perspective.
¥
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Ina Ferris, The Romantic National Tale and the Ques
tion of Ireland. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2002. Pp.x + 2G5. $55.00.
Reviewed by Gerard Carruthers, University of Glasgow
Ina Ferris studies the early nineteenth century "national tales" of Ireland
in their politically and culturally "vidnerable" space She shows that if the
failure of the 1798 Irish rebellion ensured more than a centu^r of surface
British hegemony in the island, literature was a different matter where a
sub-surface of "Anglo-Irish enunciation" was an irritating presence in
British public discourse Having "a negative rather than syncretic identity"
(15), Anglo-Irish writers had particular difficulty in narrating a setded
British Isles polity to which, supposedly, they were central. Ferris begins
with a rapid survey of Irish tour literature from the late eighteenth century
and is brilliantly concise in sketching the totalizing effect sought by such
travelers (part of their agenda of comprehensive assurance to the reader
ship of the sister island of mainland Britain) even as they fail adequately to
circumscribe a rnyriad of culturally strange and exotic detail that ought to
require more particular analysis. The result in such tour literature is textual
instability sometimes to the extent of garrulousness (a nice irony given the
stereotypical loquacity of the native Irish). A writer such as John Carr in
his The Stranger in Ireland (1806) ends up "simply filling up his volume,
making more text" (44), and the effect of Ferris's study most generally is
to give a vivid impression of the \\elter of impassioned words with which
Ireland is described in nineteenth-century literature while showing the
slipperiness of the central s ubject. I^ on the one hand, this book
represents something of the cultural chaos of Ireland in the nineteenth
century, it also essays some of the common British currency in Enlighten
ment and Romantic ideas. Unobtrusively drawing on her knowledge of
Scottish culture, Ferris suggests that David Hume's "notion of sympathy
as an often disconcerting encounter shapes the national tale" (62). And
Hume's concept of sympathy had arisen out of his debates with a more
mainstream eighteenth century school of Scottish philosoply (in which
Adam Smith had at first posited the idea of sympathy as underpinning
harmonious sociability). The fact that Ferris can so readily sketch this
background and see it as underpinning the "Anglo-Irish" novel is in itself
eloquent testimony to the recent gains of the "four nations" approach to
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British literary history. Ferris is eloquent testimony again to the maturity
of the "four nations" approach in the skill with which she interleaves,
throughout her treatment, the perspectives on Ireland of the Edinburgh
Reviewers and the EngKsh Romantic writers (there is a little gem of a
section, especially, on how William Wordsworth's Preface to the lyrical
Ballads might help us understand the"recollection" of Irelandin writingof
the perioc^.
Toward her aim of showing a fraught simultaneity of contact and
discomfort, Ferris's choice of discursive sites is impeccably judicious. Lady
Sydney Morgan's The Wild Irish Girl (1806) is one of a number of fictions
that in its microcosmic romance implicitly demands larger sympathy for
Ireland from the overlord Britain. It inculcates even an erotic attraction
from one to the othei; unsettling the identity of both and calling into
question notions of setded or national culture on either side. Running
throughout Ferris's treatment is a fascinating identification of the
undercurrent of colonial desire, on the part of bodi colonial and colonized
participants generated albeit mosdy by writers who occupy a halfway
location between both positions). Ferris provides a superbly nuanced
account of Morgan as an Irish writer, this national identity providing her
a platform as a woman writer in turn aggressive and reticent. With
remarkable deftness in only a few pages, Ferris's reading of Moron's The
O Briens and the O Tlahertys (1827) makes this a morein teres tingly"modem"
novel than any critic has found before She detects in the novel an
alienated female identity that questions the usual domestic paradigms of
conformity and which, in turn, asks questions about belonging to the
nation state (either the British-Irish state of the nineteenth century or any
nation state). Likewise, Ferris sees Charles Robert Maturin's The Milesian
Oi^(1812) as unusually free thinking, as it makes gothic creative capital
from the ruin filled Irish landscape. Challenging the received notion of
Irish Protestant Gothic, Ferris treats this novel "less as unconscious
psychic production than as conscious discursive intervention" (105). She
reads Maturin's novel as much more skeptical, rather than fearful, as a
critique both of the Enlightenment and Romantic Nationalist outlook on
history, invigorated as both are in the inspiration they derive from the
antiquarian's landscape. Ferris's close reading of the text in these terms is
entirely convincing, and it is with a mild jolt that one realizes that no
previous commentator has placed anything like the same emphasis on The
Milesian Chief as so philosophically or modaUy a forward-looking work
(albeit one so fuU of dark foreboding and witheringly askance in the face
of the positivism in the historical discourse of the eighteenth and
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nineteenth centuries). Ifothers are also convinced by Ferris's treatmentof
Maturin's novel, then we have a truly canon-breaking moment here
The re-reading of The Milesian Chief provides an excellendy skeptical
springboard for Ferris's discussion of the Irish novels of insurgency of the
1820s and how the national tale is both agitated and agitating. Ferris
describes with great cogency the unsettling practices of Thomas Moore's
Memoirs of Captain Rock (1824), a piece of "ironic counter history" (131),
and Michael Banim's The Croppy:A Tale of the Irish Rebellion of1798 (1828),
which plays games with self-consciously progressive English readers,
inviting them into the novel only to emphasize that they cannot really
comfortably grasp this history (comprising as it does a rehearsal of the
nonsectarian, rationalistic United Irishmen of the 1790s who were swept
away by the supposedly more progressive, but Catholic emancipation
denying, force of the British state). Inherentin such novels is a bleak view
of the claims of metropolitan or national history generally. Irish writers
show a sense less of their and their country's "otherness" than of a liminal
identity, which is part of the "inescapably unsettled nature of British public
discourse" in the period after the 1790s when Britain was supposedly
becoming an increasingly settled and homogenous civic polity, and when
British aesthetic confidence might be seen to be at a zenith following the
achievements of two generations of Romantic writers. Ferris's book is a
rich addition both to 'Trish literary Criticism" and to our aw^eness of a
fraught cultural stream in the early decades of nineteenth century Romantic
Britain.

Peter Knox-Shaw, Jane Austen and the Enlightenment.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004. Pp. xi +
275. $75.00.
Reviewed by Colin Jager, Rutgers University
There is somequestion, evident in both scholarly conversations and in the
MT.A Job List, whether the distinction between Romanticism and the
Enlightenment is a good one, or whether we ought instead to talk of a
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"long eighteenth century" that runs from 1688 to1837 (or, for that matter;
from 1650 to 1850). However that may be, the distinction seems aUve and
well in Jane Austen studies, which has given us, within the space of three
years, Clara Tuite's 'Romantic Austen (Cambridge University Pressj 2002),
William Deresiewicz's ]ane Austen and the Romantic Poets (Columbia
University Press, 2004), and Peter Knox-Shaw's Jane Austen and the
Entightenment.
Knox-Shaw is not reticent about his intervention. His target is
Marilyn Butler's seminal Jane Austen and the War of Ideas (Clarendon Press,
1975), the book that put to rest the idea of Austen as a hermetic writei;
sketching the lives of a few provincial families on her little bit of ivory.
Buder's Austen, in contrast,is intraselyaware of her place in both political
and literary history: indeed, she attempts nothing less than a conservative
reformation of the novel itself, whose eighteenth-century origins are
decisively Whig and latitudinarian. Austen, in this reading, punishes
characters who try to think for themselves or go their own way; under the
watchful eye of the narrator and her surrogates, Austen heroines leam to
submit their desires to the needs of a larger society around them. Austen's
relationship to the Enlightenment, then, is conservative and dialectical: she
fights against its liberal implications with one of its own best weapons,
namely the novel itself.
Knox-Shaw notes that much of the best work on Austen in the
intervening thirty years has "implicidy opposed" Buder's reading; he goes
on to say, somewhat more dubiously, that no one has "provid[ed] a
rebuttal" (4). A rebuttal, in any case, is the task he sets himself here.
Austen's Enlightenment, for I^ox-Shaw, is not the radical French
Enlightenment but the centrist Scottish Enlightenment: skeptical,
nonpartisan, tolerant, and Anglican. Because Butler had run the various
strands of enlightenment together, Knox-Shaw's effort to pull them apart
again raises the possibility that it is not so much Butler's reading of Austen
that Knox-Shaw is "rebutting" as it is her reading of xheEnlightenment.
The book itself is divided into two parts; the first treats the three early
novels and their Enlightenment context; the second considers the later
three novels, plus the unfinished Sanditon, within the context of what
Knox-Shaw calls "the new age." These chapters are notable not for
offering new readings of Austen but rather for how an immenselydetailed
background of eighteenth-century ideas becomes in effect a foreground,
displacing the novels themselves with a host of facts in a manner that
defies compact summary. As a way of representing this approach, I'll
discuss a chapter from eadi section.
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A chapter on l?ride andPrejudice in the book's first half makes good use
of the picturesque's ambiguous political associations in order to claim for
the novel a basically progressive plot. The marriage of Darcy and Eliza
beth narrates the triumph of an unexpected but "natural" (because based
on mutual affection) marriage plot over a dynastic and Reptonian marriage
plot that would have joined together the two estates of Pemberley and
Hunsford. Accordingly, the surprising disclosures and unexpected twists
of the novel's narrative are in keeping with picturesque aesthetics; the
novel's plot "rewards the miscarriage of plan, accident over contrivance"
(91). But is there something particular to the picturesque in this observa
tion? Unexpected plot twists and surprising juxtapositions are the stockin-trade of many novels; here as elsewhere Knox-Shaw's relative lack of
attention to issues of genre and form limits his argument. Nor does he
entertain the possibility that, rather than being causally connected, both
Austen's plots and the picturesque might be trying to resolve, at the level
of form, the various social and historical pressures that characterized the
1790s. Finally, there is the question of whether the picturesque was
progressive simply because its practitioners said sa Knox-Shaw does not
reference the substantial body of work detailing the subtle regulatory
effects of landscape architecture
While all of the chapters in the first section are interesting (the others
treat NorthangerAhb^ in the context of enlightenment historiography and
Sense and Sensibility in the context of moral philosoply), and each turns up
some new material, none of them will turn the world of Austen scholarship
on its head. The readings of the novels themselves tend to be thematic
and summary and to rely overmuch on a rather thin conception of
influence (from the picturesque to the marriage plot of Pride and Prgudice,
for instance). like much historicizing scholarships too, Knox-Shaw's
approach tends to treat literature as a passive recipient of the social forces
under consideration. Accordingly, he elides the crucial distinction between
Jane Austen and her narrators, who are here treated as the same figure
The book's argument, however, really stands or falls with the book's
opening chapter, which offers an extended reading of British enlighten
ment culture as it permeated the Austen household in the 1780s. Again,
the results are mixed. We get a great deal of useful information about
Austen's relationship to the natural sciences, theater, and to the gently
satiric naturalism that variously characterized the writings of Hume, Blaii;
and Johnson. Austen's source,for much of this moderate enlightenment
material is her brotherJames, who really emerges as the hero of this part
of the book. From James, Jane learned about new developments in
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science; James's ptologues and epilogues to the various plays that the
Austen family performed in the 1780s taught Jane how the theater could
be motivated in the service of skeptical humanism;Jane's naturalism, too,
has its source in James's own apparent affinity for the unheroic style
The picture that Knox-Shaw offers of Austen's youthful environment
. as witty, progressive, and tolerant has the important benefit of breaking
down perhaps the most dated aspect of Butler's argument, namely the
opposition between enlightenment and Christianity. In making Austen a
daughter of the moderate Enlighteiunent, Knox-Shaw correctly elucidates
the variety of ways in which Anglicanism was a fellow-traveler and coconspiratorwith the liberal and scientific projects of the eighteenth
century.
But if Butler overstated the case for Austen's conservatism by mis
construing the content of her Anglicanism, Knox-Shaw's corrective goes
too far in the other direction. Though he is correct to note that
eighteenth-century Anglicanism was a "rambling edifice" (6), the edifice he
produces is so capacious that it excludes nobody He wants Austen to be
part of an Anglicanism that read David Hume and Adam Smith. But
reading Hume and Smith is different than agreeing with them—a
distinction that Knox-Shaw's methodology prevents him firom making
Even Joseph Priesdey shows up as an implicit member of this big-tent
Anglicanism, which would have surprised the man regularly referred to in
the establishment press as "Gunpowder Joe." More worryingly, KnoxShaw asserts, on thin evidence, that Hume's Dia/ogues Concerning Natural
^ligion "were generally taken to be of a theistic tendency throughout the
nineteenth century, and even beyond" (7). It is hard to know what to make
of this claim; does Knox-Shaw mean that the predominant reading of the
Dialogues from the date of thek publication in 1779 was theistic? If so, this
ignores the well-documented concerns of Hume's friends like Smith and
Hugh Blait; who tirged him not to publish the Dialogues-, it also ignores
contemporary reviews of the Dialogues, which invariably read off Hume's
views from those of his skeptical character Phila Or is Knox-Shaw
distinguishing between the eighteenth century, which did understand
Hume as a religious skeptic, and theistic readings from the "nineteenth
century and...beyond"? This is perhaps more historically plausible, but
then how can this later, theistic reading of Hume be claimed as an
important influence on the Austen household of the 1780s?
This may sound like a quibble, but it is not; it goes to the heart of
Knox-Shaw's methodology, which is to summon a rich intellecmal context
and then, through a process that remains unclear and under-theorized.
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posit that context's influence upon the style, form, and content of a group
of novels. This is a problem that historicist criticism has not yet solved;
one virtue of Knox-ShaVs book is that it raises the problem to the level
of allegory: the name for context, here, is '^anies Austen," while the name
for text is "J^ne Austen." Fraternity and homophony help us forget that
we have been offered no specific reason why one should slide into the
other.
The second part of the book treats the later novels in the context of
what Knox-Shaw calls "the prevailing sense of a darker and more cruel
world" that challenged Enlightenment optimism (161). James Austen
drops out, replaced by war, famine, and national debt Individual chapters
probe Austen's relationship to evangelicalism i^ian^eldPark), sovereignty
(Emma) and Regency-era romance (Petjuasion). Austen's response to this
cmeler world is, not surprisingly ambivalent; indeed, what Knox-Shaw's
book implies, but can't say, is that Austen's relationship to theEnlighten
ment is a Romantic one, characterized by just the sort of post-1789
ambivalence about the Enlightenmentlegacy that led William Wordsworth,
in TintemAbb^, to describe his 1792 self as "more like a man / Flying
from something that he dreads, than one / Who sought the thing he
loved." That Knox-Shaw continues to think of these darker tones as
aspects of the Enlightenment is perhaps a symptom of the power that
constructs such as "the long eighteenth century" now exert. The chapter
on Persuasion is suggestive in this regard, for here Knox-Shaw argues that
the novel critiques the war-romances of Scott and Byron from "a domestic
and female point of view" (224) that is subsequendy linked to the "goals
of Enlightenment feminism" (237) but then re-described as "postEnlightenment" because, unlikeWollstonecraft and other 1790s feminists,
Austen insists among other things "on the value of strong feelings" and
"on the excitement of sexual attraction"(241). By this time, one wonders
what is left of the "Enlightenment" tiiat Austen is supposedly such a
proponent o^ or why Knox-Shaw is so committed to holding on to the
word.
The answer, I think, is that the aim of this book is not so much to
refashion Austen in Enlightenment dress as it is to refashion the Enlight
enment in Austenian dress. Up to a point, this is a good technique: the
virulence of the Revolution debate in England makes it all too easy to
forget that the Enlighteiunent does not reduce to thephilosophes. Scholar
ship of an earlier era, moreover, tended for its own institutional reasons to
over-emphasize the distinction between Enlightenmentand Romanticism.
Working against these tendencies, Knox-Shaw makes Austen part of a
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broadly continuous tradition of moderate Anglican enlightenment that
survived the turbulence of the Napoleonic era bloodied but unbowed. Yet
the tendency to think in terms of historical continuities rather than
ruptures runs its own risks. It is one thing to note that Anglicanism tried
its best to accommodate the stunning variety of ideas and cultural
formations bequeathed to it by the eighteenth century. It is another thing
to claim that it succeeded. By the close of this book,
Austen" has
absorbed not only the Enlightenment contextualizations that had gone
under the name of '^ames Austen"—she has absorbed the cruel world of
modernity itself by becoming an allegory of Anglicanism's rambling edifice,
able by sheer dint of genius to contain multitudes.
The best recent books on Austen have, by and large, eschewed the
tendency to think in terms of such abstractions as "Enlightenment" and
"Romanticism." ClaudiaJohnson'sJane Austen: W^omn, Politics, and the Novel
(University of Chicago Press, 1988) focuses on gender and on the writings
of Austen's immediate contemporaries;William Galperin's cheekily named
Tie NistoricalAusten (University of Pennsylvania Press, 2003) uses reception
theory to uncover a history of the everyday within the novels themselves.
Jane Austen and the P.nligbtenment\a& neither the theoretical ambition nor the
critical reach of either of these books. Indeed, it might be read most
productively together with another recent book, D. A. Miller's Jane Austen,
or the Secret of Style (Princeton University Press, 2003), for Miller's focus on
Austen's style, what he calls her "genius for detachment," is brilliantly
theorized but deliberately unhistoricized. Knox-Shaw's Austen is also a
detached, bemused, and mildly ironic figure, nicely historidzed but
seriously under-theorized. To hold both books in the same hand is to get
a sense of the challenges involved in grasping a writer whose elusiveness
seems the condition of our affection for her
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Deidre Le Faye, Jane Austen^s "Outlandish Cousin":
The Life and Letters of Eliza de Feuillide. London: The
British Library, 2002. Pp. 192. $35.00
Reviewed by Joe Bray, University of Sheffield
Jane Austen's cousin Eliza de Feuillide has flitted exotically across the
pages of recent biographies of the authot The only daughter of the
Reverend George Austen's sister Philadelphia and Tysoe Saul Hancock, a
surgeon in the East India Company, she was bom in Calcutta and spent
her late teenage years in France, where she marriedJean-Francois Capot de
Feudlide (who called himself Comte) and mixed in Parisian high society.
Biographers like to speculate about the impact that this sophisticated,
French-speaking Countess, renowned for her beauty and flirtatiousness,
must have had on the eleven-year-old Jane when Eliza de Feuillide arrived
with her young son Hastings to spend Christmas 1786 at Steventon. In
Jane Austen: A Life, Claire Tomalin comments that "it was as though a bird
of paradise had alighted on the parsonage" (Knop^ 1997: 44), while in his
Jane Austen: A Life, David Nokes enters further into the young girl's
imagination: "The woman herself was a kind of revelation. There was
nothing of impropriety in her mannei; and yet she had a kind of shocking
frankness; a beguiling manner which permitted all sorts of freedoms that
could only be admired. What would it have been like, she wondered, to
have lived a life of such bold adventures?" (Farrar, Straus, and Giroux,
1997: 91).
Deidre Le Faye provides a compellinginsightinto Eliza's life of "bold
adventures" by combiningher forty-six surviving letters with references to
her by others. Le Faye provides brief glosses on the people and events
mentioned and attempts to fill in the gaps (sometimes of several years)
between letters. The result is "a short biography," which "gives Eliza her
own place in late eighteenth-century society as well as showing how her
adventurous life engaged with that of Jane Austen's family" (7). It also
presents a more rounded and sympathetic portrait of Eliza than has been
seen previously. Austen dedicated her brilliant satire Love andFreindship to
her cousin, and there are certainly hints of Eliza's epistolary style in that of
the exaggeratedly sentimental Laura. Yet Le Faye shows that Eliza
deserves to be seen as more than an exotic curiosity in her more famous
cousin's life, and dispels some of the most common misconceptionsabout
her. She righdy dismisses, for example, the recent speculation that her
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godfather Warren Hastings was in fact her father—Nokes refers to him
throughout as her "^od)father")—on the grounds that there is no
suggestion in either her letters or his diaries of a familial tie
Later generations of the Austen family tended to describe Eliza as a
"great flirt" (169), perhaps because of the family tradition that she played
with the affections of bothJames and Henry Austen (whom she eventually
marrie^ after her husband's execution in Paris in 1794. Yet though she
certainly does recount flirtations, and her fondness for dancing is a
recurring theme, there are also long periods of isolation and seclusion,
especiallywhencaringforhermotherinherlastillnessin 1791-92. Eliza's
own health was also often precarious; in 1796 she suffered a cyst in the
breast to which she reacted with characteristic bravery and humor It is
however the references to Hastings throughout his short life which add the
most poignancy to her letters. The boy seems to have been prone to
convulsions and fits from his birth in 1786. In 1788 Phylly Walter told her
brother that "we all fear very much his faculties are hurt; many people say
he has the appearance of a weak head; that his eyes are particular is very
certain; our fears are of his being like poor George Austen" (85). Yet in
the same year Eliza proudly announces that "he now sports twelve Teeth
8 of which he has acquired since Ramsgate & what is s^ better he has cut
the last without Con^sions, upon the whole I think He is much the better
for Sea bathing. He acquires some new Accomplishment every Day & his
las t is a very elegant one. He doubles his prodigious fists & boxes quite in the
English style" (90). Whether from her usual good-humored optimism or
a stubborn ignoring of reality, Eliza touchingly continued to sing Hast
ings's praises and hope for his recovery right up to his death in 1801,
despite the growing recognition by others that, as Phylly remarked in1796,
"I am afraid he is already quite an idiot" (125). The majority of Eliza's
surviving letters were written to her cousin Phylly Walter, and the glimpse
they give of the relationship between the two is one of the most intriguing
aspects of the collection. Following their first meeting following Eliza's
return from France, in the sununer of 1787, Phylly gives a rather doubleedged description of her friend in a letter to her brother She acknowl
edges that "the Countess has many amiable qualities, such as the highest
duty, love and respect for her mothei;" and refuses to criticize "her
dissipated life," since "she was brought up to fit]" (80). Noting that "her
partiality to me was very great." Phylly admits that the meeting had not
been without its disagreements: "I do not believe she has a thought she
would wish to keep from me, tho' I took the Uberty of differing in opinion
on many subjects; we often kept up a dispute for some time" (80). Later
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that year, Eliza repeatedly pestered Phylly to partake in the amateur
dramatics to be held at Steventon at Christmas, but Phylly, it seems, just
as determinedly refused. Later when it became clear that Mrs. Hancock
woxjld not survive her illness, Phylly's tone in a letter to her brother was
censorious: 'Toor Eliza must be left at last friendless & alone. The gay
and dissipated life she has long had so plentiful a share of has not ensur'd
her friends among the worthy; on the contrary many who otherwise have
regarded her have blamed her conduct and will now resign her acquain
tance. I always felt concerned and pitied her thoughtlessness" (104). Yet
Eliza's partiality for Phylly never diminished, and, perhaps sensing her
cousin's high moral standards, she repeatedly and affectionately teases her
on potential suitors she has mentioned. In a letter of August 1788, for
example, she asks "Have You seen the agreeahks lately or are there any new
a^eeables that have rivalled them. Is there a certain Clergyman some where in
your neighbourhood that You contrive to flirt with a little.^' (90). It is in
this context of the gentle teasing of a morally minded cousin that Eliza's
self-characterization as "the greatest Rake imaginable" (76) needs to be
taken. In her first surviving letter after her marriage to Henry Austen for
example, she surely means to provoke Phylly in her humorous descriptions
of her husband's fellcw-officers: "I have of course entirely left off trade but I
can however discover that Capt. Tilson is remarkably handsome, and that
Messrs. Perrott & Edwardes may be chatted with very satisfactorily, but as
to my Colonel Lord Charles Spencer if I was married to my third husband
instead of ny second I should still be in Icve with him" (154).
Aside from her own charactei; and her relationships with others,
Eliza's letters also reveal a great deal about the exciting and turbulent times
in which she lived. Her letters from France provide an invaluable picture
of the magnificent court of the early 1780s, as well as of popular French
fashions, including "parading" at Longchamps (57) and marvelling at the
new hot-air balloons (60). Her letters in the following decade show the
impact of the Revolution and subsequent war; after her husband's
execution in 1794, she was unable to return to France to attempt to claim
his estate until the brief peace of 1802-1803. Some of the unrestin 1790s
London also comes through; in 1792 Eliza reports "the Commotions we
have of late had in the Metropolis" and tells how she "found myself in the
midst of an immense mob who were contending with a large party of
Guards on Horseback'' (113). Her letters also give an eye-witness account
of the controversial trial of her godfathei; and an assessment of "all the
celebrated orators, viz. Sheridan, Burke & Fox" (84). The early part of the
book sheds a revealing light on life in Calcutta, and the hardships
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undergone by officers of the East India Company. Mr. Hancock's last
letters to his daughter; written in the knowledge that he will never earn
enough money to return to England to see her again, are some of the most
touching in this frequently mewing book;
My Dear Child, I have received your two little Letters, gready
pleased that you seem to be at the Time of writing them in good
Health & Spirits. Your Writingis so much amended that I have
Hopes you will dailyimprove; You can not please me more than
by giving the greatest Attention to Writing and T^rithmetick, as
they will be most useful to you hereafter (36)

*

Kevis Goodman, Georgic Modernityand British Roman
ticism: Poetry and the Mediation of History, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2004. Pp. xv + 225. $75.00.
Reviewed by Sarah Jordan, Albion College
Kevis Goodman's George Modernity and British Bomanticism: Poetry and the
Mediation ofHistoyis animpressively learned andwide-ranging examination
of the georgic genre in the literature of the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. Beginningwith the famous episode at the end of the first Geor§c
in which Virgil imagines a plowman of the future tilling up weapons,
armor; and bones left behind by his era, Goodman ai^es against Alan
Liu's assertion that the georgic form buries history. Her contention is that
"historical presentness is often 'turned up' by georgic as unpleasurahle
feeling: as sensory discomfort, as disturbance in affect and related
phenomena that we variously term perceptive, sensorial, or affective" (3-4,
emphasis hers). She goes on to add, quoting FredericJameson's aphorism
that "History is what hurts," that "this uncomfortable affect of history" is
"a production and legacy of the georgic mode as it inflects British poetry
of the 'long' eighteenth century" (4). A third theorist important to
Goodman's argument is Raymond Williams. Turning away from his
controversial attention to what he termed "lived experience," Goodman
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focuses on what she calls "niediation," focusing on moments "in vdiich
each [text] confronts the failure of mediation to produce what Joseph
Addison, reading Virgil's Georgia most carefully at the turn of the
eighteenth century, ciled, by turns, Tleasm:^' an Idea,' and...'the
Principle of Pleasure'" (8, emphasis hers, ellipsis mine). She examines a
different form of mediation for each of the three long poems she discusses
at length: for James Thomson's The Seasons, the microscope; for William
Cowper's The Task, the newspapei; and for William Wordsworth's The
Excursion, the anecdote
In her first chapter after the theoretical introduction I have sketched
out above, Goodman begins with the question of "medium," a term that
she tells us entered the English language in about 1600. Asking where we
can find a theory of media at this time, she finds her answer in translations
of Aristode, who asserts that perception requires a medium, an "inbetween thing or area" (17). She goes on to claim that "many of the
elements of a seventeenth-century media theory" can be found in the
intersection between the new sciences, especially optics and linguistics, and
she also finds a new attention to Virgil's Georges at this same junction (20).
Goodman looks closely at Addison's essay on The Georgics and discusses
especially his praise for the work's tendency to bang knowledge to the
reader indirectiy through what he calls a "by-way." Thus The Georgics
mediate the transmission of knowledge from writer to reader, as the
microscope and telescope mediate vision between observer and observed
and as language mediates meaning between speakerand hearen Of course
the eighteenth century saw many expressions of anxiety about the pizrity
of themediation provided by optics and language—perhaps most famously
in Jonathan Swift's invention of the Academy of Lagado, where people
brandish objects rather than words to attempt an unmediated communica
tion. Goodman connects this unease to The Georgics by questioning the
"principle of pleasure" that Addison finds there. She argues, I think
correctly, that later poems in the georgic mode "do court the polite
principle of pleasure, sometimes emphatically' but also "move ambiva
lently beyondit towards aspects of reality that, as Addison's essay alerts us,
are KO/manifest as 'Idea'" (36, emphasis hers). These aspects of reality, she
continues, appear "in the failure of mastery that registers in a poem as
displeasure, discomfort, sensory and affective dissonance" (36).
The second chapter of the book focuses on a section of The Seasons,
lines 287—316 oiSummer, that invokes the image of "the microscopiceye"
and dwells on the teeming numbers of invisible creatures to be found on
leaves and fruits, in water and air—what Thomson calls "the nameless
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Nations" of insects, Goodman, following Jill Campbell, connects these
nameless insect nations to Britain's imperial holdings. Goodman calls this
uneasy awareness of "an evacuated imperial history" (59) within lines about
microscopic nature "the noise of history" and makes some interesting
connections between complaints about Thomson's poetic diction,
famously denounced by Johnson as ear- rather than mind-filling, and this
static of history.
Goodman's third chapter takes as its subject that passage in Book
Four of The Task where Cowper describes his love of gazing dreamily into
the fire (Unes 211—'iQl). Goodman connects this passage to lines 88-89 of
Book Four; where Cowper figure his reading the newspapers as looking
through "theloopholes of retreat" in his retirement She connects The Task
to an awareness of British colonial and imperial practices, focusing on the
figure of Omai, the South Sea native brought ba^ to England and written
about extensively in the newspapers, and the way Cowper imports this
figure, among others from the newspapers into his poem.
In her fourth and final chapter, Goodman looks at The Excursion,
more specifically the section in the fifth book where theSolitary views the
monuments in the country church. She focuses on his description of what
terrible things we might learn from the dead, could their graves communi
cate with us ^es 250-61). This passage leads to a discussion of the way
the past is perceived and passed on, in the final sort of mediation she
considers at length: historicalnarrative (anecdote,in her term) as mediating
between the past and the person living in the present vdio seeks to
understand the past. She considers Wordsworth's desire to have "an open
heart" and to do justice to the past without becoming overwhelmed by, or
overwhelming his readers with, too much suffering She returns in this
chapter to her contention at the beginning of the book that, despite its
reputation, georgic is not in fact a form that buries history;in reality, it tills
history up.
One valuable aspect of this book is its close attention to material
history. Although Goodman warns us in a parenthetical sentence early in
the book that she wiU not "produce an analysis of the sort that works by
showing die relevance of some particular event or cultural force" (9), she
does provide interesting and useful historical context for much of the
literature she discusses. Her chapter on The Seasons compellingly demon
strates the fear of sensory overload that the invention of the microscope
seems to have sparked in many people The reader will probably be
familiar with some of these expressions of anxiety—the famous passage in
Alexander Pope's Essc^ on Man where he imagines the dire consequences
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of our having enormously magnified senses (we would "die of a rose in
aromatic pain"), the horrifying Brodingnagian breast in Jonathan Swift's
Gulliver's Travels—^but she also gathers several other less-known and equally
compelling examples from writers as diverse as Margaret Cavendish,John
Locke, and Richard Bentley. Similarly, the chapter on The Task gives
intriguing and useful information about the newspapers that Cowper read
so eagerly. The discussion of the unorganized, mixed quality of the
newspapers in this period—so mixed that some people made a game of
reading across^, rather than down, the columns to form amusing "im
proved" sentences—sheds some interesting light on the willed nature of
the calm and cozy scenes that made The Task so popular with nineteenthcentury readers. (Even some of Goodman's notes spark thought:although
I have read The Task closely and written on it, I had never explicitiy
thought about the irony in Cowper's very public presentation of his
insistendy defended privacy, whiA she mentions briefly in a note to
Chapter Three [173].)
Goodman examines relatively few lines of the very long poems she
discusses, which may make her conclusions less convincing to some
readers. Also, a fuller, more sustained analysis of the issue of vork in the
georgic mode, including the sometimes-ambivalent way that Thomson,
Cowpei^ and Wordsworth try to present their intellectual and poetic
endeavors as a form of labor, would be very welcome particularly since
Goodman notes these •writers' awareness, however reluctant and denied,
of the many bodies forced to perform far less pleasant labor to sustain
Britain's domestic economy and imperial wealth. But the largest problem
I see with George Modernity and British Romanticismcomes from its virtues:
Goodman's impressive wealth of knowledge and dazzling command of
theoretical issues lead her to include so many references that one some
times loses hold of her larger argument. To use Addison's image, she takes
us down so many intriguing by-ways leading to so many alluring destina
tions that readers may sometime find themselves off-course I think the
occasionally overwhelming richness of her theoretical references comes
from an admirable impulse—to include as many people as possible in the
conversation and to let her readers look through many different lenses—
but the end result is ratherlaborious reading. However, the book is erudite
and meticulously researched, it pays attention to subtle but important
aspects of the literature, and it provides an intriguing way of thinkingabout
the relationship between the history and the poetry of the long eighteenth
century. On the whole; George Modernity and British Romanticism well
rewards the reader's work.
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Richard E. Matlak, Deep Distresses: William Words
worth, John Wordsworth, Sir George Beaumont, 18001808. Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2003. Pp.
201. $43.50.
Reviewed by Richard Lansdown,James Cook University,
Cairns
Is it an after-effect of the Romantic movement that modern readers are
inclined to think of writers and artists as solitaries or as members of closely
kmt groups of their peers, rather than as sons and daughters, brothers and
sisters, uncles and aunts, as most people are at various stages of their lives?
It is well known that Jane Austen was deeply engaged with her family for
most of her life; and those members of it who outlved her memorialized
her assiduously in their turn. George Eliot's brother and D. H.Lawrence's
mother are similarly hard to ignore, for less happy reasons. But how likely
are we to think of William Wordsworth as a family man, even though his
family life hums away significandy in a good deal of his poetry? (Nowhere
more so, I'd say, than in the Xsf!o-hoo]s.Prelude of 1799.) He lost his mother
and father early, and he and his sister clung to each odier jealously for the
rest of their lives, but he was also one of four brothers, and had cousins
and uncles to spare Richard Madak's study examines just one familial
connection (between the poet and his younger brothei; John) and brings
it to life both in its own terms and also by laying it alongside another key
relationship: that between the poet and the patron and aesthetic panjan
drum Sir George Beaumont This last inclusion is no arbitrary decision by
the critic: itAvas Beaumont who painted a shipwreck at Piel Casde less than
a year after John Wordsworth lost his life at sea, a picture which in turn
inspired Wordsworth's "Elegiac Verses" on his brother's early death.
William's brother Ridiard became a lawyer, and his brother Christo
pher a churchman and academic, but John seems not to have inherited the
self-reliance and stubborn industry that marked the rest of the family. His
father described him as shy, lonely, and retiring, and, paradoxical though
it may seem, it is perhaps a mark of his lack of self-confidence that he
sought to make his fortune outside England, in the risky worlds of the
merchant marine and East Indian commerce Three times he put to sea as
a captain in the East India Company fleet; twice he failed to make the
fortune in expectation of which he had asked his family to invest by
providing capital; on the third occasion his ship, the Earl of Abergavent^,
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sank off Portland Bill in the Channel with the loss of 246 lives including
his own. The newspapers and pamphleteers fed off the catastrophe,
circulating rumors to the effect that John had acted incapably, suicidally,
or with stoic—even drunken—disr^ard for human life. Such rumors
added insult to the poet's heartfelt sense of injuiy, to be sure, and it is his
responses to John's life and way of leaving it that Richard Madak traces
here
Two forms of words in particular seize and direct Matiak's attention.
First, Wordsworth's remark to his sister that he feltJohn's loss more than
she because it was associated with "his businesf (21). This takes Matiak
deep into John's career and his relationship with William. Something
between the brothers was mutually understood, it seems, to the effect that
John would support William's poetic and intellectual project (conjoint with
Coleridge's at this time) from John's own trading profits It follows that
when John came, cap in hand, looking to his family to invest in his
activities, it was hard to say no (Readers who have experience of mixing
family relationships with tinancial undertakings will recognize a disaster in
the offing here.) John aspired to be both prodigal and provider, and
William was put in a particularly difficult position while John was sailing
on his behalf: more ^fficult still when John died with the compact (or
contract) still in place
The second group of words that guides Matiak's study is much better
known;
I have submitted to a new controul:
A power is gone, which nothing can restore;
A deep distress hath humaniz'd ny SouL
With these stoical lines from "Elegiac Stanzas" Wordsworth would clearly
have us believe that his thinking and his career had turned a comer with
John's death, perhaps for good as well as ill. (The "deep distress" has
"humaniz'd" his soul, after all; but whether a soul should be "human
iz'd"— and at what price—^is another matter.) What was this "profound
transformation in Wordsworth's Vision and faaJty divine'" (18)? Was it
a "renunciation of his gladsome belief in Natmre's benignity," as it has
often been taken to be (17), or something other?
Richard Matiak takes us on a short but intensely worthwhile cruise
around these matters. We need to know about John, and he obliges; we
need to know about the East India Company and its ways of doing
business, corrupt and potentially corrupting as they were, and we learn a
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great deal again. (It's a poignant irony to learn, later in the book, that Piel
Casde -was itself the center and depot of theCumbrian smuggling industry.)
John's shadowy presence in Wordsworth's poetry is caught in The
Brothers" December 1799 to April 1800) and "When to the attractions of
the busy World" (August 1800), but above all in "Michael" (October to
December 1800), which dramatizes the brothers'partogat GrisedaleTam.
(Unbeknownst to them it was to be their last.) Michael's bringing the
prodigal Luke to lay a stone on the caim he has built, as an emblem of
trust, good fortune, and fidelity is a direct transcription of that event, and
Madak is surely right to note that "WiUiam has built into the poem the
divided consciousness that he felt over John's working for him" (56).
(Another irony, then, in the fact that "Michael" went on to become John's
favorite among William's poems)
More light is shed on Wordsworth's poetry and some of the attitudes
beneath it by his response to John's death. On his second trip to the
Indies, John happened to get caught up in another maritime episode of
note, this time a heroic ona On 15 Febmary 1804 the fully laden East
India Company's convoy was surprised in the Malacca Strait by a French
naval squadron. The Company's officer commanding, Nathanial Dance,
put up a series of pugnacious bluffs which made the French admiral retreat
in trepidation. As one of the convoy commanders—alreadyin charge of
the ill-fated Earl of Ahergavent^—John Wordsworth came in for a share of
the rewards and the public adulation. All this made his ignominious death
almost exactly a year later even harder to beai^ no doubt. So did the death
of that British naval ubemensch, Horatio Nelson, at Trafalgar eight months
after John's demise It is an extraordinary thing even now to see the poet,
still smarting at his brother's death and the rumors that surrounded it,
taking pot-shots at the man who had almost single-handedly thwarted
Napoleon's plans for invading Britain. Poor Sir George Beaumont wrote
almost as tacdessly as could be to Wordsworth in November1805, praising
the late admiral's "care, accuracy, & celerity," his "sanguine, & rapid,"
"bold, forward, & capable" character (124). Wordsworth's response was
his "Character of the Happy Warrior;" one of his most slithery attempts at
moral adjudication. As if that was not enough, Wordsworth had a second
crack at Nelson in 'Benjamin the Waggoner^ and several more in his letters,
including the suggestion—too close to home, one should have thought,
even for him—^that N elson's "public life was stained with onegreat crime,"
his affair with Lady Hamilton. 'Wordsworth's denigration of Nelson," as
Madak points out, "is ludicrous" (128), but nov at least we can see some
of the elements that went into it.
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Though not a member of the family, Sir George Beaumont is the last
member of Matlak's trio: an object-lesson, one might say, on the dangers
of patronage in the modem age. If there's a faux pas to be made, you can
be sure Beaumont will make it, with the very best intentions. Matlak has
more to say here, but perhaps less to go on. He gives us a great deal on
Beaumont's conservative tastes, such as his hero-worship of Joshua Rey
nolds and support of John Constable (as opposed toJ. M. W Turner), for
example though the Piel Castle picture itself— an "awesome sea-force
sending a frail bark toward the light of the setting svm" (139)—seem highly
Tumeresque in both sentiment and execution. I should have liked more
about Beaumont's work as an artist and less about his ideological
allegiances. Above all, his intention^ moral as well as aesthetic, remain
obscure^ and the reader comes to feel that Beaumont's picture (like brother
John, indeec^ gets absorbed into the poet's concerns. Painting a picture of
a different (fictional) maritime disaster under different conditions on a
different part of the British coast is an odd act of condolence^ but Matiak
is sure that "Beaumont painted Peel Castle in a Storm because he wished to
support Wordsworth in rising above the prevailing opinion of John
Wordsworth's end" (128). Would a letter have been more to the point?
Did everyone regard the poet as being too sensitive on this matter simply
to be talked to? "Wordsworth was apparendy stunned by this radical
reconceiving of his tragedy," Madak argues; the poet "apparendy absorbed
it with epiphanic intensity" (139), no less—but there is littie documentary
evidence to support these conclusions
Apart, that is, from "Elegiac Stanzas" themselves, one might say: the
poem which has to be the focus of the study. Madak provides a good deal
of material to bring to a reconsideration of the poem, but I'm sure he'd
agree its central mystery remains (Shelley stole one of its most beautiful
lines—^"It trembled, but it never passed awa)^'—for his own exquisite
"Evening: Ponte al Mare") Madak provides an plausible gloss on "controul" from accountancy, and he industriously interprets the poem in the
light of its near neighbors in Poems, in Two Volumes particularly the "Blind
Highland Boy" sequence), but neither of these discussion quite hits the
mark in my view The "Intimations" Ode, with its parallel sense of loss,
surely remains the key object of comparison. (Especially as Madak picks
up on a connection Irene Taylor makes between that poem and "When to
the attractions of the busy world": 63.) Wordsworth had long believed
nature to be an emotional and psychological catalyst and precipitant,
indifferent to us but never itself the object of our indifference Were the
experiences recorded in the Ode and "iHegiac Stanzas" suggesting to him
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that human lelations xiltimately wotked to the same end by the same
means?

Marc Redfield, The Politics of Aesthetics: Nationah'sw,
Gender, Romanticism. Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 2003. Pp.xi + 252. $55.00.
Reviewed by Noel Jackson, MIT
The Politics of Aesthetics, modesdy described by Marc Redfield as a "prequel"
to his very fine first book, Phantom Formations: Aesthetic Ideohgj/ and the
Bildungsroman (ComellUniversityPress, 1996), takes up and extends
considerably the project of that earlier title (5). Whereas PhantomFormations
examined the contested, shifting relations between the aesthetic form of
the Bildungsroman and the cultural-ideological claims of Bildung in late
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe, Redfield's latest book extends
his scope to address different dimensions of the inevitable—and, in
Redfield's argument, inevitably ambivalent—^relationship between
questions of politicalagency, ethics, and belongingand the broadest claims
of the aesthetic fromits emergence in late eighteenth-century philosophical
writing throughits critical re-examination in late twentieth-century theory.
Redfield's inquiry into how the discourse of aesthetics engages the political
is a timely and intelligent study characterized throughout by a refreshingly
even-handed approadi to its subject.
Many of the essays in this volume have been published previously,
and several, including lengthy chapters on Benedict Anderson and Paul de
Man, were solicited and composed for specific publications. Despite the
occasional nature of some of the essq^s, however, Redfield's book retains
throughout an intellectual focus that prevents this book from seeming like
a collection of unrelated articles. A lengthy introduction provides a map
to what Redfield describes as the "winding road" of the book's argument
(42), and a Coda furnishes, with more care than is normal in academic
tides, a "recapitulatory narrative" that re-emphasizes the development of
the book's argument through its sequential chapters and summarizes the
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logic of the whole (173). Another distinctive feature here, distinguishing
The Po/ilics of Aesthetics from the welter of academic tides on romanticism
published today, is the relative absence of authors and texts commonly
designated "romantic" As Redfield himself acknowledges on more than
one occasion, Friedrich Schlegel and Percy Shelley are the only "indisput
ably romantic" authors to feature at any length in the book (178). Rather
than working from a narrow literary-historical point of reference, Redfield's examination of figures including Johann Fichte, Friedrich SchiUei;
Matthew Arnold, among others, makes clear that what is at stake in this
project is a dramatically expanded concqjtion of romanticism as a virtual
synonym for the ambitions and ambivalences of the aesthetic as an
experiential, ethical, and rhetorical practice
The theoretical polestarof this project is Paul de Man, whose ess^
in rhetorical reading Redfield engages intermittently throughout the book,
and at length in Chapter Three The basic premise of de Manian theory to
which Redfield consistently returns is the struggle of language to close the
gap with its literal referent, and thus the stubborn persistence of "literari
ness" in the written word, or what de Man refers to, in a phrase helpfully
glossed by Redfield, as "the autonomous potential of language." In
extending the intellectual project of the figure by whom "Theory" (in its
North American instantiation at least) is often personified, and in relation
to whom it is frequently caricatured and vilified, Redfield is fully aware that
he is courting dissent in a climate in which "high" theoretical discourse is
routinely disparaged by readers of both the right and the left, and in which
as many academics are as inclined to regard literary scholarship as having
arrived at a place "beyond theory" as still within the orbit of the theoreti
cal. Redfield declares straightaway his opposition to such misconceptions:
"No serious critique of aesthetics," he writes in the introduction, "can
avoid an engagement either with theory or with the literary critic who...
has for three decades provided this specter with a face and a name" (6; also
96). I suspect that many readers will welcome such interventions on the
whole, though readers who may readily assent to the first proposition here
may well demur at the second. Meeting this resistance head-on, Redfield
makes a persuasive case for the relevance of de Manian theory to historical
analysis and to ethico-political thinking more generally. Redfield allows us
to see how the mise-en-abyme of figuration, far firom rendering moot
questions of ethics and political agency, might rather allow us to refocus
our attention on the fraught relations between the two terms of the title
Though Redfield's spirited defense of theory and savvy application of
de Manian criticism to the question of an aestheticideology is for the most
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part marvelously cogent, The Politics of Aesthetics can occasionally seem to
have difficulty managing the considerable abstractions of its title, particu
larly in the introductory chaptet The term "theory," for instance, never
the most precise term to begin with, sags somewhat under the conceptual
weight that it is made to bear in Redfield's study. "[T]heory," we are told
in the introduction, "is always also about politics" (25); on the next pagp,
we leam that "theory is always also aesthetics, ideology, the resistance to
theory" (26). While each of these claims may be true, Ae term itself tends
to lose specificity through such a capacious definition. In other instances,
a variety of terms can seem hastily conflated or superimposed. When
Redfield writes of a "general aesthetic-political-tedinical-theoretical
problematic" at work (26)—each, we are told a few pages later (and like
romanticism) "a conceptual node fractured by self-difference and selfresistance" (29)—the stakes of examining any particular term in this string
can get lost. This is not a criticism of Redfield's argument as to the
inherent instability of these terms, but an observation about the sort of
audience and impact that his book can be expected to have among
romanticists and literary scholars of different stripes. I fear that not many
unreconstructed New Critics or apostates from the Age of Theory will be
tempted to venture farther into Redfield's book than the pages just
cited—which is a shame, as the argument could be of great use to many
more readers than those who share Redfield's theoretical inclinations
These occasional flaws of style and presentation in the introduction
are, however, more than made up for
the clarity and insight of the
chapters that follow. Chapters One and Two, comprising the first major
section of the book, criticize the discourse of aesthetic nationalism,
sketching some main lines of tension at the heart of the discourse of
aesthetics. Chapter One examines and enlarges upon Benedict Anderson's
well-known account of nations and nationalisms as, at least in part,
constituted in imagination. Redfield's skilled reading of Fichte's Addresses
to the German Nation encourages us to understand (as Redfield writes of
Anderson's own work) "the experience of the nation as grounded in and
produced by a systematic misrecognition of its origins"(54). Chapter Two,
a contribution to Redfield's volume as provocative as it is brie^ examines
the figuration of the body in aesthetic discourse In a powerful reading of
Matthew Arnold's "The Study of Criticism," Redfield shows how Arnold
summons the abject body of "a girl named Wragg" so as to bridge, by
rhetorical fiat, the gap between the phihstine society of mid nineteenthcentury England and the harmonious aesthetic state towards which
civilization, in Arnold's view, should tend. Redfield's readings of Fichte
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and Arnold show with exceptional sensitivity how "the discourse of
aesthetics, at moments of stress, invokes gender difference in an effort to
stabilize its own rhetoric" (127). Though less directly Redfield's remarks
in Chapter Two on the ambivalent role of the body in aesthetic discourse
deliver an important critique of a "materialist turn" evident in much recent
romantic scholarship
The final three chapters of the book, on de Man's readingof German
aesthetics, Friedrich Schlegel's novel hucinde, and Percy Bysshe Shelley's
"The Mask of Anarchy," respectively, examine some limit-cases or—as the
section containing these chapters is titled—^"radical figures of romanti
cism." In a reading of the section "Fine Reflexion" from Lucinde, for
instance, Redfield shows how Schlegel, some two centuries before Judith
Butiey exposed the performativity of gender and the materiality of the
signifying acts that both constitute and destabilize the categories of sex and
gender alike. As Redfield suggests, the true scandal of Schlegel's text may
not be the freedom that it takes with the topics of sexuality or extramarital
relationships, but the degree to which the novel both reveals and performs
the irony, or undecidability, of gender difference (150).
In the final chapter, one of the strongest of the volume, Redfield
reads Shelley's poetry as at once enacting and diagnosing the undecidable
political persuasion of poetic forms. Against Arnold's characterization of
Shelley as an "ineffectual angel," and in opposition to recent accounts of
Shelley's mostly failed attempts to reconcile his political pretensions and
his poetic self-absoiption, Redfield reads "The Mask of Anarchy" and The
Cend as poems careftdly attuned to the ambivalent dependency of political
language upon the figurative. As an aesthetidzation that "composes the
possibility both of Anarchy's reign and of the poem that dethrones
Anarchy" (160), for instance, Shelley's "Mask" confronts rather than
avoids the paradox of a poetry that repeats even while it deconstructs the
tyrannical power of which the poet writes. The great insight of this fine
book is to see such political ambivalence as extending even to the very
heart of the aesthetic: as Redfield writes in the chapter's introductory
paragraph, "If aesthetics intends its own ultimate transformation into a
political program, its dependenceon figurative language...causes it tosplit
into a critique of itself that confronts as its own condition of possibility an
exposure to dispersal, dissemination, or loss" (148). Yet in so opening
aesthetics to the foxmding conditions of its own loss and lack, Redfield
argues, the divided character of language also opens a space for difference
for critique, for agency—^making the vexed engagement of aesthetics and
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politics a relationship we can neither get away from nor wholly dispense
with.

*

Harriet Kramer Linkin, ed., The Collected Poems and
Journals of Mary Tighe. Lexington: University Press of
Kentucky, 2005. Pp. xxxvi + 345. $45.00.
Reviewed by Elisa E. Beshero-Bondar, University of
Pittsburgh at Greensburg
Harriet Kramer Linkin goes far with this edition to puU Mary Tighe out of
the background of nineteenth-century literary studies. After this important
and accessible edition of Tighe's poetry, featuring her Spenserian romance
poem, V^he; or. The Legend of Love, no longer can Mary Tighe's poetry be
hidden as a mere footnote to John Keats's odes and romances linkin's
edition introduces Tighe anew as a provocative visionary allegorist whose
work not only helped to shape the Romantic movement but remained
popular throughout the nineteenth century, influencing Letitia Landon,
Eli2abeth Barrett Browning, Charlotte Bronte, Edgar Allan Poe, Emily
Dickinson, and Christina Rossetti among many others The Collected Poem
and Journals of Maty Tighe is the first comprehensive, scholarly annotated
edition of Mary Tighe's published and unpublished poems, and marks a
major advance in the revival of important nineteenth-century writers
forgotten in the canonizing politics of the early twentieth century.
As forgotten as Tighe has been, Linkin demonstrates that her
reputation as an eminent poet was quite secure in the nineteenth centuiy.
The stor y of ho w Pry ch^s pri vate circulation made Tighe famous is
important to the chronologically arranged content of Lirikin's edition.
Three versions exist for Pychds text: an 1803 illustrated manuscript copy
given to the Ladies of Llangollen, an 1805 privately printed edition of fifty
copies that experienced a phenomenal circulation, and the 1811 posthu
mous publication collected with many of Tighe's lyrics, the publication that
establishedTighe as a leading poet throughout the nineteenth century (xvi).
T .inkin reveals that Tighe contemplated a full-scale publication of an
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edition in 1805 "somewhat like this one" containing her collected poems
alongside P^che, but opted for the restricted private printing due to fear of
how, in Tighe's terms, the "Edinburg butcher^' might misrepresent her
production (xxxiii). We might conjecture that privately sharing the limited
copies of the poem enhanced its value as an elite conversation piece
restricted to the most refined circles, perhaps much like the circulation
experience of S. T. Coleridge's famous fragment "Christabel" prior to its
1816 publication. Private printing may well have given Tighe's work an
escape from the gender-biased and politically charged judgments of the
Romantic-era reviewers at a time when fame to be earned by publication
was expensive and uncertain at best, as William St. Clair has documented
in The Reading Nation in the Romantic Period (Cambridge University Press,
2004). Of Tighe's lyric poems, Linkin's edition publishes for the first time
many which have only existed in manuscript, setting them in chronological
order alongside the published work. The previously impublished pieces
include a number of "Tighe's more ironiq witty, or politically inflected
poems" that her cousin William excluded from his two 1811 collection^
Pyche, with Other Poems published by Longman and the privately printed
Mary, a Series of Reflections During Twenty Years (xxxiii). Linkin's edition thus
presents a more faceted image of Tighe's range of poetic production than
has hitherto appeared.
Linkin has wisely chosen to reproduce the 1805 privately printed
edition for her text of Psyche, as that edition was prepared and corrected by
Mary Tighe herself while the 1811 edition contains potentially distorting
emendations by her cousin, William Tighe Linkin's annotationseffidendy
document variations between the three editions Included at the front of
the poem is a watercolor sketch prepared by Mary Tighe for the 1803
manuscript, illustrating the closing stanza of the poem, as "Fast from the
fading lines their vivid colours flee" (6.540). In depicting an imagined
vision of a reader or writer disengaging from a scroll labeled "Dreams of
Delight," the watercolor effectively captures the moment of departing
vision and is emblematic of much of Tighe's poetry addressing the
utunasking of illusions The introduction highlights Psyche's syntactical
ambiguities whidi blur the boundaries between subject and object in this
rendition of the love of Cupid and Psyche. In response to the Soul's
interface with Love, both are reflexively transformed; as the eyes of one
gaze on the dreaming form of the other; each sees the other at different
moments in the text enraptured in dreams or masked in illusions and
disguises. Cupid wounds Psyche with his arrow but in so doing grazes
lu'msplf, becoming vulnerable by his own aggressive act, and the poem
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continues by highlighting the mutual vulnerability of the parted lovers,
separated only, perhaps, by perspective and limited imagination which
must be reformed for their happy union. Tighe's P^che transforms its
classical source material in Apuleius's The Golden Ass by creating multiple,
layered experiences of concealing and unmasking, creating cycles of
separation and reunion only to be resolved in Psyche's divine apotheosis,
merging finally with a fully unveiled Cupid "Self-lost in mutual intermin
gling light" (6.473). While Linkin claims that Tighe's endingis "ultimately
unsatisfying"in its absorption ofthequestingPsyche within Cupid's divine
gaze (xxv), the conclusion effectively resolves the poem's rqjeated cycles
of separation and reunion, and may not so much aim toward the liberation
of a strongfemale character as it foregrounds the indeterminacy of identity
and dispels the illusion of solitary independence As Linkin observes here
and elsewhere in her criticism of the poem, Tighe levels the playing field
between men and women, showing comparablemale and female suscepti
bility to guilt, seduction, and entrapment during a mutual masculine and
feminine quest. That theme of male-female interrelation and interdepen
dence is most prominent in the mythic apotheosis of Love and Soul the
poem allegorizes. Perhaps more significant than Psyche's self-command
ts the poem's deconstmction of limits between the soul's self and the force
of love. Such a reading seems attuned to the lyric poems bordering Pyche
with their yearning toward self-abnegation.
Particularly striking in this chronological edition are the intertexmal
relations between Tighe's P^che, her lyrical poems, and her as yet unpub
lished novel, Selena, to which Linkin introduces us in her introduction and
notes. The novel apparently embeds a good quantity of Tighe's lyrics,
providing a complex narrative and polyvocal context for the production of
lyrical effusions on idealized love, longing, and loss. Linkin's annotations
are particularly helpful in revealing associations between lyric poems and
the voices and relationships of diaracters in Tighe's nwel, which appears
to resemble Psyche in its focus on the education and transformation of its
title character. Selena learns about love from discovering lyrical poems
hidden away by her women friends, and in one particularly remarkable
instance, "The Picture. Written for Angela," Tighe constructed an ornate
triple-voiced feminine context of poetic transmission which shares the
image of a single idealized male lover between three women through the
mediation of their own visionary language. Given the tantalizing context
Linkin provides in her notes regarding Selena, an edition of Tighe's manu
script novel is now certainly in order
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Like Thomas Gr^ and William Cowper, two poets whose work she
appreciated, Tighe repeatedly addresses the foUy of longing, yet perhaps
more like Charlotte Smith, Tighe's lyrical voices convey a despairing
agitation and yearn to "resign" their feelings or to achieve "resignation,"
a word repeated frequently throughout the poems. Resignation and
indifference are best achieved in the presence of the cold, uncaring face
Nature turns to the soul in agitation. The sublime landscapes that begin
to appear in the poetry of the late 1790s provide solace to the poetic
speakers specifically because their rugged unsympathetic aspects permit
without judgmentwild forms of expression disallowed in human company
In one of Tighe's most remarkable treatments of the moon, "The Eclipse.
Jan. 24, 1804," the moon appears to us an emblem of transience only
because we (the earth) cast our shadow upon its eternally sunlit face. It is
we who bring shadows and tumult with our individual longings, which can
only be resolved in the self-dissolution of death. In this metaphysical
perspective, Tighe's work is comparable to that of her friend Thomas
Moor^ whose tribute to Tighe's Prfche appears in the Appendix and
describes how reading the poem elevates the spirit to a Platonic ideal state
of understanding (269-70).
Linkin has both expanded and complicated our basis for "knowing"
Mary Tighe in this valuable edition. The editor's introduction addresses
the making and unmaking of a celebrated nineteenth-century literary
reputation, but in the poems and journals the "real" Mary Tighe appears
more elusive than ever before: Even as we follow the known events of her
life, her unusually broad-ranging education and experience of Methodism
as a child, her apparently conflicted marriagewith her cousin HenryTighe,
the rounds of literaiy activity in the social circuits at London and Dublin,
and the bouts of tuberculosis that would slowly but surety claim her life by
the age of thirty-seven, it is difficult to find a clear reflective statement
from Tighe on her life and poetic craft from the material included here
As Tighe's poetry engages with precision the interplay between external vs.
intemal constructions of self-identity that poetry seems in ironic relation
to the journals, which pose an unsatisfying and posthumously censored
account of Tighe's life Far less than a source of reliable context, the
journal appear to be an effort by Tighe's family members to package her
celebrity as a troubled, guilt-ridden woman tormented by a vain desire for
admiration and the shame of straying from divine grace The readersenses
in the disjunctions between the poetry and the journals a far more complex
and sophisticated intellectual lurking behind a smokescreen. As Linkin
observes, Tighe's poems consistendy feature "tropes and images that figure
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the emergence of a hidden, repressed, lost, or forgotten self (xxviii). Such
images when applied to Tighe herself might easily pljy to the nineteenthcentury myth of "the poetess" as the tragically lost woman, like the
personas of Ughe's contemporaries Charlotte Smith and Mary 'Terdita"
Robinson. Frirther, the nineteenth-century tendency to associate Tighe
with her character Psyche suggests parallels with Byron's self-conscious
public identity with Childe Harold, and the poets are well worth consider
ing together for their creative adaptations of Spenserian form and content
Linkin follows a thorough yet wisely restrained editorial practice in
her annotations, providing concise, imobtrusive, yet helpful detail to help
twenty-first-century students and scholars with Tighe's densely allusive
mythological language and references to other poets. The introduction
provides an illuminating overview of Tighe's life, as well as useful
perspective on a broad range of influences on her writing and her impact
on nineteenth-century literature While the editor guides the reader to
sigmficant poems in the collection and passages in P^che, the overviews
and annotations steer clear of excessive interpretation. Linkin's openended approach provides a strong foundation on which to begin a much
more substantial critical study of Mary Tighe's work than has yet been
possible. Thanks to Linkin, Tighe is far more accessible to us, and the
availability of her work in this fine edition will certainly help to reshape our
understandingof Romanticism, women's writing, and nineteenth-century
poetry.

